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Summary

With the advent of high-throughput sequencing technologies, omics studies
(genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, and metabolomics) are becoming in-
creasingly popular to decipher the molecular patterns in association with a
disease or a biological process. Access to such data has revolutionized the
field of agriculture and provides novel perspectives for several systems biol-
ogy studies. Furthermore, the usage of multi-omics data has proven to be
powerful and accurate to study the biologial processes in association with
the growth, development, adaptation and disease progression in higher or-
ganisms. Moreover, systems biology approaches enable the integration of
multi-omics data to create a holistic understanding of the molecular mecha-
nisms underpinning complex traits.

This thesis addresses the regulatory mechanisms underlying two complex
traits in agricultural species namely (i) African animal trypanosomiasis dis-
ease (AAT) resistance in cattle breeds and (ii) seed oil content of the oilcrop
rapeseed. Chapters 2, 3 and 4 detail projects corresponding to the AAT dis-
ease progression in cattle and Chapter 5 deals with the investigation of the
seed oil content of Brassica napus. The thesis is organised into the chapters
as follows:

In Chapter 1, I present a brief introductory overview of the main concepts
in this thesis, especially transcription factor (TF) co-operations and mono-
tonically expressed genes (MEGs). Additionally, this chapter reviews the
current knowledge in (i) African animal trypanosomiasis disease progression
in cattle breeds and (ii) the seed oil content of the oilcrop Brassica napus.

I investigate in Chapter 2 a continuous transcription profiling time-series
microarray dataset obtained from three tissues (liver-, spleen-, and lymph
node tissues) of the two cattle breeds: trypanosusceptible Boran and trypan-
otolerant N’Dama, after being infected with Trypanosoma congolense. In
this study, I attempt to capture the transcriptional events while considering
the multistage progression process of AAT disease through the identification
of MEGs. As a result, I identify several tissue-specific TF cooperations for
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the tissues of both cattle breeds, from which I observe and explain the role
of preferential partner choices of TFs in association with the trypanosuscep-
tibility and trypanotolerance mechanisms.

In Chapter 3, I focus on the upstream regulatory processes underlying the
multi-stage progression process of the AAT disease. Therefore, I consider
the MEGs with regular ascending or descending expression pattern during
the disease to computationally identify their upstream master regulators and
over-represented pathways governing the regulatory mechanisms of trypan-
otolerance level of both cattle breeds. Consequently, this study unravels
unique, cattle breed-specific master regulators and over-represented signal-
ing pathways for three different tissues (liver, spleen and lymph node) of
these two cattle breeds, respectively. Furthermore, pathway analysis also
bolsters the crucial roles of these master regulators.

To complement the previous studies focusing on upstream regulatory pro-
cesses, I study the influence of downstream regulatory events involving the
effector molecules and their complex interplay with the regulatory SNPs and
gene expression in Chapter 4. For this purpose, I combine transcriptomic
and genomic datasets of Boran and N’Dama cattle breeds. Further, I focus on
the MEGs found for three tissues of both cattle breeds and variants (SNPs)
that are located in the promoter regions of the MEGs. Moreover, I manually
analyse and annotate the gene expression profiles of MEGs for each tissue
in order to find highly interesting gene expression profiles, differentiating
between the cattle breeds.

Knowledge regarding transcriptional regulation is important to gain insights
into the developmental switches between the cultivars of Brassica napus L.,
namely Zhongshuang11 (ZS11), a double-low accession with high-oil- content,
and Zhongyou821 (ZY821), a double-high accession with low-oil-content. In
Chapter 5, I analyse a time series RNA-seq dataset of seed tissue from
both cultivars by mainly focusing on the MEGs. The consideration of the
MEGs enables the capturing of the multi-stage progression process that is
orchestrated by the cooperative TFs and, thus, facilitates the understanding
of the molecular mechanisms determining seed oil content. In this study, I
report that TF families, such as NAC, MYB, DOF, GATA, and HD-ZIP,
are highly involved in the seed developmental processes. Particularly, their
preferential partner choices as well as changes in their gene expression profiles
seem to be strongly associated with the differentiation of the oil content
between the two cultivars.

In Chapter 6, I discuss the main findings of the thesis and conclude in
Chapter 7 with a summary and an outlook on future potential directions.



Zusammenfassung

Mit dem Aufkommen von Hochdurchsatz-Sequenzierungstechnologien wer-
den Omics Studien (Genomik, Transkriptomik, Proteomik und Metabolomik)
immer beliebter, um die mit einer Krankheit oder einem biologischen Prozess
verbundenen molekularen Funktionen zu entschlüsseln. Der Zugang zu
solchen Daten hat die Agrarwissenschaften revolutioniert und bietet neue
Perspektiven für verschiedene systembiologische Studien. Darüber hinaus
hat sich die Verwendung von Multi-Omics-Daten als leistungsfähig und
genau erwiesen, um biologische Prozesse im Zusammenhang mit Wachs-
tum, Entwicklung, Anpassung und Krankheitsverlauf in einem Organismus
zu untersuchen. Außerdem haben systembiologische Ansätze die Integration
von Multi-Omics-Daten ermöglicht, um ein ganzheitliches Verständnis der
molekularen Mechanismen zu erlangen, die komplexen Merkmalen zugrunde
liegen.

Diese Arbeit befasst sich mit den Regulationsmechanismen, die zwei kom-
plexen Merkmalen bei landwirtschaftlich relevanten Arten zugrunde liegen
(i) der Resistenz gegen die Afrikanische Trypanosomiasis-Krankheit (AAT)
beim Rind und (ii) dem Samenölgehalt von Raps (Brassica napus). In den
Kapiteln 2, 3 und 4 werden Projekte zum Verlauf der AAT-Krankheit bei
Rindern beschrieben, und Kapitel 5 befasst sich mit der Untersuchung des
Samenölgehalts von Brassica napus. Die Arbeit ist wie folgt gegliedert:

In Kapitel 1 gebe ich einen kurzen Überblick über die wichtigsten Konzepte
dieser Arbeit, insbesondere über die Zusammenarbeit von Transkriptionsfak-
toren (TFs) und monoton exprimierten Genen (MEGs). Darüber hinaus gibt
dieses Kapitel einen Überblick über den aktuellen Wissensstand bezüglich (i)
des Krankheitsverlaufs der Afrikanischen Trypanosomiasis beim Rind und (ii)
des Samenölgehalts von Brassica napus.

In Kapitel 2 untersuche ich einen kontinuierlichen Transkriptions-Profiling-
Zeitreihen-Microarray-Datensatz, der aus drei Geweben (Leber-, Milz- und
Lymphknotengewebe) von zwei Rinderrassen gewonnen wurde: den try-
panosuszeptiblen Boran und den trypanotoleranten N’Dama, nachdem sie
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mit Trypanosoma congolense infiziert wurden. In dieser Studie versuche
ich, die transkriptionellen Ereignisse unter Berücksichtigung des mehrstufi-
gen Verlaufs der AAT-Krankheit durch die Identifizierung von MEGs zu er-
fassen. Als Ergebnis finde ich mehrere gewebespezifische TF-Kooperationen
für die Gewebe beider Rinderrassen, anhand derer ich die Rolle der
bevorzugten Partnerwahl von TFs in Verbindung mit den Mechanismen der
Trypanosanfälligkeit und Trypanotoleranz beobachte und erkläre.

In Kapitel 3 konzentriere ich mich auf die upstream gelegenen regula-
torischen Prozesse, die dem mehrstufigen Fortschreiten der AAT-Krankheit
zugrunde liegen. Dazu betrachte ich MEGs mit monotonen auf- oder ab-
steigenden Expressionsmustern im Krankheitsverlauf, um ihre upstream
gelegenen Masterregulatoren und überrepräsentierten Signalwege zu iden-
tifizieren, die die Regulationsmechanismen der Trypanotoleranz in beiden
Rinderrassen bestimmen. Folglich deckt diese Studie einzigartige, rinder-
rassenspezifische Masterregulatoren und überrepräsentierte Signalwege für
drei verschiedene Gewebe (Leber, Milz und Lymphknoten) dieser beiden
Rinderrassen auf. Darüber hinaus untermauert die Signalweganalyse die
entscheidende Rolle dieser Hauptregulatoren.

Zur Ergänzung der bisherigen Studien, die sich auf upstream gelegene regu-
latorische Prozesse konzentrieren, untersuche ich in Kapitel 4 den Einfluss
downstream regulatorischer Ereignisse, an denen Effektormoleküle beteiligt
sind, und deren komplexes Zusammenspiel mit regulatorischen SNPs und
der Genexpression. Zu diesem Zweck kombiniere ich Transkriptom- und
Genom-Datensätze von den Rinderrassen Boran und N’Dama. Ich konzen-
triere mich auch auf die MEGs, die in drei Geweben beider Rinderrassen
gefunden wurden, und auf Einzelnukleotid-Polymorphismen (SNPs), die sich
in den Promotorregionen der MEGs befinden. Darüber hinaus analysiere und
annotiere ich die Genexpressionsprofile der MEGs für jedes Gewebe manuell,
um hochinteressante Genexpressionsprofile zu finden, die sich zwischen den
Rinderrassen unterscheiden.

Kenntnisse über die Transkriptionsregulierung sind wichtig, um Einblicke
in die Entwicklungsschalter zwischen den Sorten von Brassica napus L.
zu gewinnen, nämlich Zhongshuang11 (ZS11), einer Sorte mit niedrigen
Erucasäure- und Glucosinolat-Anteil (Doppelnull-Sorte), und Zhongyou821
(ZY821), einer Sorte mit hohen Erucasäure- und Glucosinolat-Anteil
(Doppelplus-Sorte). In Kapitel 5 analysiere ich einen Zeitreihen-RNA-seq-
Datensatz vom Samengewebe beider Sorten, wobei ich mich hauptsächlich
auf die MEGs konzentriere. Die Berücksichtigung der MEGs ermöglicht die
Erfassung eines mehrstufigen Entwicklungsprozesses, der von den koopera-
tiven TFs gesteuert wird, und erleichtert somit das Verständnis der moleku-
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laren Mechanismen, die den Ölgehalt der Samen bestimmen. In dieser Studie
berichte ich, dass TF-Familien wie NAC, MYB, DOF, GATA und HD-ZIP
stark in den Entwicklungsprozess der Samen involviert sind. Insbesondere
ihre bevorzugte Partnerwahl sowie Veränderungen in ihren Genexpression-
sprofilen scheinen stark mit der Differenzierung des Ölgehalts zwischen den
beiden Kultivaren verbunden zu sein.

In Kapitel 6 diskutiere ich die wichtigsten Ergebnisse der Arbeit und schließe
diese Thesis in Kapitel 7 mit einer Zusammenfassung und einem Ausblick
auf zukünftige Forschungsmöglichkeiten ab.
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Chapter 1

General Introduction

Recent advancements in high-throughput sequencing technologies during the
last decades and decreasing costs of sequencing revolutionised the field of
agriculture. Large amounts of data generated from high-throughput se-
quencing is indispensable for answering important biological questions as
they provide information for investigating multiple molecular layers includ-
ing genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, metabolomics, epigenomics, com-
monly regarded as “omics”. In particular, molecular biology is becoming
rapidly data-driven based on the improvement of multi-omics data integra-
tion and its applications. In this thesis, I will present my research work on the
computational investigation, interpretation, and application of omics data to
understand the molecular mechanisms underlying the complex traits in agri-
cultural species. Specifically, in this chapter, I will give a brief introductory
overview of the concepts used in this thesis.

1.1 Gene regulation

Gene expression is regulated by the collaborative action of several transcrip-
tion factors (TFs). TFs are a special class of regulatory proteins that specif-
ically bind to short DNA sequences, which allows them to activate or repress
the expression of specific genes [1]. These proteins perform their regulatory
functions by directly binding to the specific regulatory DNA sequences called
transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs) [2]. As a result, TFs are in direct
interaction with the transcriptional machinery and they could change the
structure of chromatin through DNA modifications. Taking their molecular
details into account, TFs contain the following domains i) a DNA binding
domain, ii) an oligomerization domain, iii) a regulatory domain and iv) a
trans-activation domain [3]. Importantly, the DNA binding domain is in-
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volved in the recognition of the specific DNA sequences and in facilitating
the binding of the TF protein to the DNA. Furthermore, the regulatory do-
main governs the activity of a TF [4].

Today it is well known that the complex interplay of TFs is essential for
gene regulation. Several of the TF proteins physically co-operate with other
TFs, forming functional homodimers or heterodimers [5]. TF-TF coopera-
tions could take place between TFs binding the same DNA region or different
DNA regions. The preferential partner choice of the TFs influences the reg-
ulation of a biological process by stimulating a chain of molecular events
which thereby changes the fate of the cell. Therefore, TF dimerization could
contribute to the complexity of the gene regulation process, while consider-
ing the availability of an ample number of TFs [6]. However, despite the
computational challenges using bioinformatics approaches, TF co-operations
could be deciphered by the prediction of TFBSs.

The orchestration of cell differentiation changes its direction in terms of de-
velopmental switches and specifying cellular fate in eukaryotes, depending
on the specific gene regulatory events that are governed by TFs and their
preferential partner choices [7]. Therefore, the knowledge regarding TFs and
their cooperations is important to gain new insights into the genetic programs
regulating the biological processes.

1.2 Gene expression

Gene expression occurs when DNA is transcribed into RNA which is then
translated into proteins. The rate of production of functional proteins in the
cell is regulated at many stages of gene expression, primarily at the level
of transcription but also at post-transcriptional levels. It is convenient to
describe gene expression as a series of sequential steps, from transcription to
post-translational protein modifications [8].

In several biological studies, researchers investigate how gene or protein ex-
pression changes over time, for example, while analysing the stages of a
disease progression [9]. A classical approach to address the changes in gene
expression is to identify the differentially expressed genes (DEGs), especially
between two timepoints. However, in time-series microarray data analysis
consisting of measurements from several timepoints, finding genes with in-
creasing or decreasing monotonic expression patterns over time is important.
Monotonically expressed genes (MEGs) are genes whose expression pattern
follows a monotonic pattern either in ascending or descending order as a dis-
ease progresses or over a time period (see Figure 1.1 and 1.2). Recently, a
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study by Tian [10] investigated the MEGs using the Monotonic Feature Se-
lector (MFSelector) method [11] for a dataset consisting of different stages of
non-small cell lung cancer. Similarly, considering African animal trypanoso-
miasis (AAT) disease as a multi stage progression process, identifying the
MEGs involved in this disease could provide insights into the underlying
molecular mechanisms. To find monotonic genes, we apply the MFSelec-
tor technique [11], which is based on the idea of total discriminating error
(DEtotal). MFSelector computes DEtotal for each gene by considering sev-
eral stages in stage order and is capable of detecting genes with monotonic
features.

Figure 1.1: Definition for a MEG which is monotonically expressed either
in the increasing or decreasing order (adapted from [10]).

Figure 1.2: Graphical representation of monotonically expressed genes fol-
lowing an increasing or a decreasing pattern over time.
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1.3 Multi-omics technologies

Multi-omics is an integrative approach which combines multiple omics data
including genomics, transcriptomics and proteomics for measuring the ex-
pression of a gene or the amounts of protein. Moreover, multi-omics analysis
facilitates a holistic understanding of molecular events involved in biologi-
cal processes such as development, response to stimuli and disease progres-
sion. Furthermore, integrated multi-omics data analysis establishes genotype
to phenotype associations and assists in the discovery of novel therapeutic
targets and biomarkers [12]. I present a brief description in the following
paragraph about different omics studies (see Figure 1.3), techniques and
technologies available for profiling.

Figure 1.3: A schematic representation of multi-omics data (Created with
www.biorender.com).

Genome refers to the complete genetic information of an individual and ge-
nomics refers to the study of structure, function, mapping, and editing of
information within the genome [13]. Profiling of genomic sequences and
their associated information is performed by using techniques such as whole-
genome sequencing [14, 15], exome sequencing [16], targeted sequencing and
microarrays. Secondly, the transcriptome is the complete set of RNA tran-
scripts including messenger RNA (mRNA), ribosomal RNA (rRNA), trans-
fer RNA (tRNA), and other non-coding RNAs within a cell or a population
of cells [17]. Transcriptomics is the study of the transcriptome and how
it changes while responding to the disease mechanisms or other regulatory
processes [13]. Transcriptomic data is obtained through mRNA-seq, whole
transcriptome, and targeted RNA sequencing techniques [18]. Thirdly, pro-

www.biorender.com
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teome is the entire set of proteins, expressed by the genome of an organism
at a particular time in a specific tissue type/cell. Proteomics is the charac-
terization of a large set of proteins, particularly their structure, function and
their interaction [12] which determines the expression patterns of proteins in
response to certain stimuli. The laboratory techniques in use to study the
proteome include two-dimensional gel electrophoresis and mass spectrometry
[19].

1.4 Application of integrated multi-omics

data analysis in agricultural species

With the advent of high-throughput sequencing technologies, it is made pos-
sible to investigate the molecular mechanisms underlying important traits
in agricultural species. Having analysed both animal and plant datasets in
this thesis, the following sections will provide background information in as-
sociation with the two datasets analysed. The first section 1.4.1 comprises
of information regarding the AAT disease, on the other hand, the second
section 1.4.2 addresses the seed oil content of the crop Brassica napus.

1.4.1 African trypanosomiasis

African trypanosomiasis is caused by the unicellular protozoan parasites from
the genus Trypanosoma and it is mainly spread by the tsetse fly, which car-
ries the parasite in its saliva [20, 21, 22]. This disease infects a broad range
of mammalian hosts, which include humans, cattle, sheep, goats, pigs, horses
and donkeys [23, 24, 25, 26]. Further, it is predominantly found in the sub-
Saharan countries, leading to huge economic losses of up to 5 billion US dol-
lars every year [27]. When trypanosomes infect humans, the disease is called
sleeping sickness as it interferes with the sleep-wake cycle [28, 29]. Human
African trypanosomiasis is mainly caused by the subspecies Trypanosoma
brucei [30, 31]. On the other hand, when the trypanosomes infect animals, it
is regarded as African animal trypanosomiasis (AAT). The most pathogenic
species affecting animals include Trypanosoma brucei, Trypanosoma vivax,
and Trypanosoma congolense [32].

1.4.1.1 Trypanosomes

Trypanosomes are unicellular protozoan parasites, which live in the blood-
stream and tissue fluids of the mammalian host. They are flagellated organ-
isms that multiply in the body of the hosts. There are different species of
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Figure 1.4: The life cycle of Trypanosoma congolense (adapted from
[33]).

Trypanosoma having a variety of morphological characteristics which enable
the distinct species identification [34]. The genus Trypanosoma is classified
into two sections: stercoraria and salivaria [35]. Stercorarian trypanosomes
grow in the hindgut of a vector such as the tsetse fly. They are transmitted
to the host via faeces [35, 36]. On the other hand, salivarian trypanosomes
grow in the front portion of the digestive tract of the fly, either in the salivary
glands (T. brucei) or in the proboscis (T. congolense and T. vivax ). These
species are transmitted through the saliva [35]. In Figure 1.4, the life cycle of
Trypanasoma congolense is depicted which demonstrates the entry and exit
of T. congolense from the vector tsetse fly.

1.4.1.2 Economic importance of AAT

AAT poses a serious concern in several countries despite the continuous re-
search for many years, constraining economic development in sub-Saharan
Africa [38]. AAT affects domestic animals, thereby creating a negative impact
with serious health issues as well as a hindrance for crop-livestock production
systems [39]. Due to this disease, the major losses to livestock farming are
the mortality and morbidity of cattle, treatment costs and reduction in meat
and milk production [40]. This disease results in an increased mortality rate
of the animal in acute stages and decreased productivity at chronic stages.
In trypanosomiasis prevalent areas, animals were reported with a 6-20% in-
crease in calf mortality per year, 6-19% reduced calving rate, 20% reduction
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Figure 1.5: Distribution of cattle and tsetse flies across Africa, indicating
the survival of trypanotolerant Bos taurus in West Africa and trypanosus-
ceptible Bos indicus breeds in East Africa (The figure is adapted from [37]
and www.krankykids.com accessed on 22/02/2022).

in milk production and up to 38% loss of body weight [41]. Annually, farmers
face a huge loss of 3 million cattle [42]. Furthermore, the diseased animals
influence the crop farming due to decreased productivity [39].

1.4.1.3 Clinical features of AAT

In the initial acute stages of the AAT disease, the animal shows symptoms like
intermittent fever, weight loss, eye discharge and anaemia [43]. Furthermore,
the disease leads to reduction in milk production as well as of their growth
and draught power. In the chronic stages of the disease, the animals suffer
from neuronal dysfunctions, abortion, and congestive heart failure which
results in the death of the animal. Anaemia has been observed in both acute
and chronic stages of the infection. In the acute infection stage, anaemia
has been related with the host immune response. On the other hand, it is
associated with splenomegaly and haemodilution at the chronic stages of the
disease [2, 45, 46, 47].

1.4.1.4 Trypanotolerant cattle breeds

The ability of cattle to control anaemia and parasitaemia despite the infec-
tion with trypanosomes and their capacity to remain productive is termed as

www.krankykids.com
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the trait of trypanotolerance [23, 24, 25, 26]. Few west African cattle breeds
are resistant to trypanosomiasis, in contrast to other cattle breeds which are
susceptible. Cattle breeds such as N’Dama, Baoulé, and Muturu are the
most widely known trypanotolerant breeds [48, 49]. The trait of trypanotol-
erance is prevalent in 6% of the total African cattle population and in 17%
of the cattle in West Africa, making it the largest cattle population in this
tsetse-challenged region [50]. Important constraints in using the trypanotol-
erant breeds for farming purposes are their small size, decreased agricultural
productivity and reduced draught power in comparison with Zebu breeds
[48, 49, 51, 52]. The distribution of the trypanotolerant N’Dama and the
trypanosusceptible Boran cattle breed across Africa is represented in Figure
1.5.

Concerning the genetics of the trypanotolerant breeds, it is reported that
cytokine production differentiates the immune responses between suscep-
tible and tolerant hosts [53]. Studies also demonstrated the higher levels
of antibody production in trypanotolerant hosts compared to susceptible
hosts, thereby eliciting strong host immunity against the parasite prolifera-
tion within the host [54, 55]. Even though this trait is not absolute, resistance
to the AAT disease could be improved by cross breeding with these breeds
[56].

1.4.2 Oil crop Brassica napus

Brassica napus L. is the one of the largest oilseed crops which is grown all over
the world for vegetable oil production [57]. It belongs to the Brassicaceae
family (oilseed rape, 2n = 38). This allotetraploid crop resulted from the
hybridisation of two diploid species, namely Brassica rapa L. (turnip rape,
2n = 20) and Brassica oleracea L. (cabbage, 2n = 20) [58, 59]. Currently,
oilseed rape is a major oil crop with a wide range of applications as nutritious
food oil, biodiesel, lubricants and animal fodder [60]. Attempts have been
made continuously in the past two decades to increase the seed oil content
ranging from 40 to 50 % for most of the cultivars [61]. Improving the seed
quality with increased oil content has become an important trait for rapeseed
breeding programs due to the growing global demand for oil production, for
their use as bio-fuel, and vegetable oil [57].

1.4.2.1 The seed oil content

The most advantageous component of an oilseed crop is the seed oil content.
Seed oil is present in the form of lipid droplets called oleosomes [62, 63]. Fatty
acids are the major constituents of seed oil which account for the growing
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economic importance of rapeseed. The oilseed rape comprises different fatty
acids namely palmitic, palmitoleic, stearic, oleic, linoleic and linolenic acid.
The fatty acid composition is affected by the environment [64, 65], for exam-
ple, cold climate and high latitude lead to increasing amounts of acyl groups.
In addition, genetics control the fatty acid composition to a greater extent.
Conventional breeding has exploited these genetic mechanisms and increased
the fatty acid content of the seed oil which makes it suitable for food and
industrial applications [65].

Naturally, rapeseed oil contains a large amount of the anti-nutritive fatty
acid called erucic acid which is classified as a natural toxicant due to health
risks [66], that makes the oil unsuitable for human consumption. Therefore,
breeding efforts led to lower levels of anti-nutritional components such as
erucic acid and glucosinolates that are not useful for human consumption or
as fodder for animal consumption. The variety of oilseed rape with reduced
erucic acid and glucosinolates was introduced as double low quality oilseed
rape or canola [67]. Furthermore, all modern varieties contain a mutation
in both copies of the fatty acid elongase gene FAE1 [68, 69], that produces
seed oil with less C22:1 and more oleic acid (C18:1). Therefore, this variety
is regarded as the nutritious plant-based oil [70]. Moreover, it is appropriate
for biodiesel production and animal feed.

1.4.2.2 Storage lipids

Lipids play an important role as a biological molecule in the living cell. They
perform biological functions such as energy storage and signaling [71, 72].
They are found in various forms including fats, sterols, phospholipids, fat-
soluble vitamins, mono-, di-, triglycerides and glycolipids. The seeds function
as storage organ for lipids which are called storage lipids (94%) comprised
mostly of triacylglycerols (TAGs) [73, 74, 75].

At the maturation stage of the seed, oil is synthesized and serves as the cru-
cial energy reserve which is necessary for the growth and development. Seed
oil comprises of TAGs produced from fatty acids and glycerol-3-phosphate.
They are formed in a sequence of steps which involve the synthesis of fatty
acids and the export of acyl-coA thioesters [78]. Fatty acids are synthesized
from acetyl-CoA which is catalysed in the plastid compartment by several en-
zymes including major enzymes like acetyl-CoA carboxylase (ACCase) and
the FA synthase (FAS). ACCase plays the most important role as a rate-
limiting enzyme catalysing the conversion of acetyl-CoA to malonyl-CoA.
On the other hand, FAS is involved in the catalysis of malonyl-CoA to acyl-
carrier protein by transferring the malonyl moiety. This step adds two car-
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Figure 1.6: Fatty acid synthesis in Brassica napus. ACCase: Acetyl-CoA
carboxylase, ACP: Acyl Carrier Protein, FAS: Fatty acid synthetase, FFA:
Free fatty acid, PtC: Phosphatidyl choline, and CoASH: Activated CoA
(adapted from [76, 77]).

bons, thereby forming acyl-ACP which is later transferred to the cytoplasm.
FA dehydrogenase is involved in the catalysis, resulting in the formation of
unsaturated fatty acids. Afterwards, FA elongase catalyse the addition of
two carbons to form long chain FA. Consequently, TAG synthesis is initial-
ized in the endoplasmic reticulum. A schematic representation of fatty acid
synthesis in Brassica napus is shown in Figure 1.6. Synthesis of fatty acids
and TAG are in close association with carbohydrate metabolism and photo-
synthesis [79]. Analysis of DNA microarray data showed that transcriptional
control is important in regulating the fatty acid synthesis [80]. In addition,
optimisation of the enzyme activity also regulates the process of fatty acid
synthesis [81].
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1.5 Aim of the thesis

The aim of the present dissertation is to mainly decipher the regulatory mech-
anisms using bioinformatics and systems biology approaches in association
with (i) African animal trypanosomiasis disease progression in cattle breeds,
and (ii) seed oil content of two cultivars of Brassica napus. The following
chapters describe the projects that resulted in publications and the develop-
ment of this thesis. Further, the context of the chapters is mainly based on
my publications [82, 83, 84, 85].

• Chapter 2: I investigate the gene expression data from the cattle
breeds Boran and N’Dama in which the former breed is known to be sus-
ceptible to trypanosomiasis and the latter to be resistant. Focussing on
the monotonically expressed genes which could capture the progression
process of a disease/a biological process, I identify the tissue-specific
transcription factor co-operations for both cattle breeds and I report
the importance of preferential partner choices of the TFs in governing
the AAT susceptibility/resistance mechanisms.

• Chapter 3: With regard to AAT, I report the breed-specific master
regulators which orchestrate the regulatory cascades influencing the
level of trypanotolerance in cattle breeds. Further, I identify over-
represented pathways governing the upstream regulatory mechanisms
of trypanotolerance/trypanosusceptibility of the two cattle breeds.

• Chapter 4: I perform the combined analysis of transcriptomic and
genomic datasets of Boran and N’Dama cattle breeds, to unravel the
complex interplay of regulatory SNPs (rSNPs), MEGs and downstream
effectors in orchestrating the molecular mechanism of the AAT disease
progression.

• Chapter 5: I analyse a time series RNA-seq dataset of seed tissue
from two cultivars of Brassica napus namely Zhongshuang11 (ZS11), a
double-low accession with high-oil- content, and Zhongyou821 (ZY821),
a double-high accession with low-oil-content. I inspect the TF co-
operations for both cultivars and report significant TF families that
are highly involved in the seed developmental process of Brassica na-
pus. Moreover, I describe the association between the changes in their
gene expression profiles and the differentiation of the oil content be-
tween the two cultivars.
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2.1 Abstract

African Animal Trypanosomiasis (AAT) is a disease caused by pathogenic
trypanosomes which affects millions of livestock every year causing huge eco-
nomic losses in agricultural production especially in sub-Saharan Africa. The
disease is spread by the tsetse fly which carries the parasite in its saliva. Dur-
ing the disease progression, the cattle are prominently subjected to anaemia,
weight loss, intermittent fever, chills, neuronal degeneration, congestive heart
failure, and finally death. According to their different genetic programs gov-
erning the level of tolerance to AAT, cattle breeds are classified as either
resistant or susceptible. In this study, we focus on the cattle breeds N’Dama
and Boran which are known to be resistant and susceptible to trypanosomi-
asis, respectively. Despite the rich literature on both breeds, the gene regu-
latory mechanisms of the underlying biological processes for their resistance
and susceptibility have not been extensively studied. To address the limited
knowledge about the tissue-specific transcription factor (TF) cooperations
associated with trypanosomiasis, we investigated gene expression data from
these cattle breeds computationally. Consequently, we identified significant
cooperative TF pairs (especially DBP − PPARA and DBP − THAP1 in
N’Dama and DBP − PAX8 in Boran liver tissue) which could help under-
stand the underlying AAT tolerance/susceptibility mechanism in both cattle
breeds.

2.2 Introduction

Climate change is likely to increase the risk of several vector-borne diseases in-
cluding human and animal Trypanosomiasis [1]. African Animal Trypanoso-
miasis (AAT), also known as nagana disease, is a chronic parasitic infection
which affects livestock in large numbers, prevalently found in the cattle of
sub-Saharan Africa [2, 3]. Trypanosomes are unicellular protozoans, which
are transmitted through the saliva of the vector tsetse fly. They survive in
the bloodstream of the animal by escaping and manipulating the host’s im-
mune response, thereby causing serious health problems in cattle [4]. Due
to this debilitating infection, the animal becomes diseased which results in
lower economic productivity such as reduced meat and milk production and
reduced draught power for agricultural production, thus imposing huge finan-
cial losses to farmers in sub-Saharan Africa [5]. Especially the main causative
species Trypanosoma congolense and Trypanosoma vivax severely impair the
health of the cattle population [6, 7].

The animals display numerous clinical signs in the early and later stages of
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the disease with anaemia being the most prominent pathological feature of
AAT [8]. Other clinical signs include fever, intermittent chills, weight loss,
lethargy, emaciation, neurological disorders, infertility, abortion, difficulty in
breathing, loss of appetite, and congestive heart failure leading to death if
left untreated [2, 3, 5, 9].
Some cattle breeds are capable of resisting the disease [after trypanosome
infection] despite the parasite’s infection in the body. Those cattle breeds
are known to be resistant to trypanosomiasis and this trait is termed as try-
panotolerance. Trypanotolerance is a distinctive trait of few West African
taurine breeds, which has been gained through natural selection by contin-
uous interaction of host and parasite [10, 11]. One such trypanotolerant
Bos taurus cattle breed is N’Dama [12]. Even though N’Dama cattle are
trypanotolerant, they are not particularly advantageous for agricultural pur-
poses because of their low productivity and their small size. Whereas the
other cattle breed Boran is beneficial for their productivity, heat tolerance
and performance, it is highly susceptible to trypanosomiasis [13]. Therefore,
understanding the gene regulatory mechanisms underlying the biological pro-
cesses for their susceptibility/resistance is useful for the selective breeding of
this trait.
Trypanosomes are able to escape the host’s natural and adaptive immunity
due to their antigenic variation [14, 15, 16, 17]. This speculative adapta-
tion of the parasite is of great interest in recent times because of the ex-
isting and increasing risk of drug resistance to the currently available try-
panocides [18, 19]. Henceforth, there is an urgent need for the understanding
of the molecular mechanism underlying this infectious tropical disease.
For this purpose, Noyes et al. [20] performed gene expression analysis of
a transcription profiling time series microarray dataset for liver, spleen and
lymph node tissues in the cattle breeds Boran and N’Dama. These tissues
are vital lymphoid organs which mount host immune responses to pathogenic
invasion by generating high numbers of macrophages involved in phagocy-
tosis and further production of pro-inflammatory cytokines [21, 22, 23]. By
analysing this dataset, Noyes et al. identified the differentially expressed
genes (DEGs) based on which the candidate genes within previously reported
QTLs in the regulation of immune responses were obtained. However, accord-
ing to its clinical signs, AAT could be considered as a multistage progression
process. While mainly focusing on the DEGs, Noyes et al. studied the differ-
ences in expression levels at certain timepoints, but their analysis strategy
could not capture the importance of the genes with regular monotonic ex-
pression patterns as the disease advances. Recently, Wang et al. [24] and
Suyan Tian [25] have pointed out that the genes with monotonic expression
patterns are quintessential for gaining complete insight into the multistage
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progression of the disease.

Despite the rich literature on trypanotolerance and molecular studies address-
ing the identification of candidate markers in AAT, its underlying molecular
mechanism in cattle has not been well studied. As of now, there has been no
study performed in AAT especially in cattle, with the aspect of examining the
role of the regulatory elements involved in gene regulation, for example, TFs
and their cooperations. Today it is well known that TFs and their complex
interplay have critical roles in the progression of disease [26, 27]. In order to
address the importance of cooperative TFs in the AAT disease, we analysed
in this study the dataset published by Noyes et al. [20]. Unlike this study, we
focus on the identification as well as the analysis of monotonically expressed
genes (MEGs) to completely capture the multistage progression process of the
AAT disease. Further, we applied our previously published computational
PC-TraFF approach [26] to the promoter regions of the MEGs in order to
identify specific cooperative TFs in different tissues of Boran and N’Dama
cattle breeds. Our results suggest that the preferential partner choice of TFs
could be related to the gene regulatory mechanisms determining the level of
AAT-tolerance of the cattle breeds. Particularly with regard to AAT-disease,
the partner choice of the transcription factor DBP is likely to orchestrate the
genetic programs governing the molecular mechanism of the level of trypan-
otolerance of both cattle breeds. Especially, focusing on DBP’s function in
association with the circadian rhythm, we attempted to highlight the signif-
icant role of the circadian transcriptional program in regulation of immune
responses to the pathogen infection at the tissue level (see the review [28] for
details regarding the circadian regulation of immunity).

Conserved Functions of Transcription Factors across
Mammals

Transcription factors (TFs) are proteins which bind to short DNA sequences
known as Transcription Factor Binding Sites (TFBSs), involved in regulating
the transcription of genes [26, 29, 30]. These two interacting regulatory ele-
ments (TFs and TFBSs) are two of the significant functional elements which
are involved in the regulation of various cellular processes [29, 30]. Accord-
ing to the widely accepted phylogenetics footprinting approach, the basic
assumption is that the functional elements are likely to be more conserved
than the non-functional elements in response to selective pressure [31, 32].
Therefore, the functions of transcription factors and the binding sites are
expected to be well conserved across multi-species, particularly across evo-
lutionarily closely related mammalian species. Several studies also confirm
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the evolutionary conservation of binding specificities of TFs in a wide range
of species [33, 34, 35, 36]. In our study, the predictions are performed for
the tissues of two different cattle breeds. Regarding the conserved functions
of TFs across mammals, we interpreted the results for cattle breeds based
on experimental studies which have been designed and performed for other
mammalian species (such as model organisms including human and mouse).

Transcription Factors, Potential Targets for Vaccine De-
velopment

Transcription factors play an important role in mounting immune responses
especially during pathogenic invasion [37, 38]. Both innate and adaptive
immunity of the immune system are controlled at the transcriptional level,
which thereby provides valuable drug targets for regulating the gene ex-
pression of several immune cells [39]. Almost 10% of anti-cancer drugs ap-
proved by Food and Drug Administration (FDA) targets the transcription
process [40]. Recently, transcription therapy has been proposed as a state-
of-the-art approach targeting transcription factors for therapeutic interven-
tions [41]. Therefore, transcription factors, being converging point for many
signalling pathways, can serve as promising drug candidates for vaccine de-
velopment [42]. In our study, we focused on transcription factors and their
complex interplay which orchestrate the genetic programs underlying the
level of trypanotolerance of both cattle breeds. Our findings could provide
novel drug targets for the development of effective vaccine-mediated control
of the AAT disease.

2.3 Materials and Methods

In this section we describe the microarray gene expression dataset that we
analyzed and the methods applied in this study. Our analysis follows the
structure as represented in Figure 2.1.

2.3.1 Microarray Dataset

A microarray experiment was undertaken by Noyes et al. (http://www.ebi.
ac.uk/arrayexpress/, accession no. E-MEXP-1778) [20] to survey the genome
of two cattle breeds for differentially expressed genes and their related path-
ways in different tissues. The dataset contains the gene expression obtained
from a trypanosomiasis-susceptible (Boran) breed and a trypanosomiasis-
resistant (N’Dama) breed at different time points (days: 0, 12, 15, 18, 21,

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/
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Figure 2.1: Flowchart of analysis. (a) Processing of the microarray dataset;
(b) Identification of Monotonically Expressed Genes using the MFSelector
approach; (c) Promoter analysis (TSS: transcription start site); (d) identifi-
cation of cooperative TFs using PC-TraFF approach.

26, 29, 32 and 35) for three tissues, namely liver, spleen and lymph nodes.
In their study, Noyes et al. [20] included 25 trypanosomiasis-free (healthy)
animals of each breed which were chosen from herds at a tsetse fly free-
and trypanosomiais-free zone of the ILRI Kapiti Plains ranch. Furthermore,
before being transferred to the ILRI research facility at Kabete, they were
tested for tick-borne parasites and confirmed negative. Afterwards, all ani-
mals were infected with T. congolense, which is one of the infectious species
causing trypanosomiasis. N’Dama was selected for its trypanotolerance and
Boran for its trypanosusceptibility. At different time points after infection,
the tissues were collected from the animals. For control experiments, the tis-
sue collection was undertaken similarly for the two breeds before infection and
noted as day 0. Tissues from liver, spleen and lymph nodes were harvested
on days 0, 21 and 35 after infection. Furthermore, liver tissues at additional
time points on days: 12, 15, 18, 21, 26, 29 and 32, were collected by biopsy.
RNA from each tissue was extracted and hybridised on arrays. Consequently,
the dataset altogether consisted of 160 samples from three cattle tissues, con-
taining expression values for 13,934 cattle genes. The expression strength is
given in transcript per million (TPM) values.
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2.3.2 Identification of Monotonically Expressed Genes

We applied the monotonic feature selector (MFSelector) approach [24] in
order to identify the genes with a strong monotonic pattern (either in as-
cending or descending order) in their expression profiles over time points
during disease progression.
The MFSelector approach requires gene expression datasets measured over
several time points as input and assesses the confidence of the monotonicity
of each gene by calculating its total discriminating error (DEtotal).
Let gijs be an expression value of gene gi measured at time point j = 1, · · · , T
from sample s = 1, · · · , S. The discriminating error (DE) of gi is calculated
by comparing its expression values gijs observed for all samples S at time
point j against the remaining time points as:

DE(gijs) =

{
1 if gijs > τj

0 otherwise
(2.1)

In Equation (2.1), τj refers to the threshold for discriminating line which
distinguishes in ascending order the gijs values of all samples at time point
j from other time points and simultaneously ensures the minimum total
discriminating error for j. Consequently, the DEtotal score for gi is calculated
as:

DEtotal(gi) =
T∑

j=1

S∑
s=1

DE(gijs) (2.2)

Similar as in Equation (2.1), the discriminating error of genes is calculated
to assess their monotonicity in descending order as:

DE(gijs) =

{
1 if gijs < ηj

0 otherwise ,
(2.3)

where ηj is the threshold for the discriminating line at j and lastly the DEtotal

score is calculated again using Equation (2.2).
In the next step, MFSelector performs a permutation test for the assess-
ment of the statistical significance of the DEtotal scores by calculating their
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unadjusted p-values and q-values which were adjusted p-values for multi-
ple testing. Finally, based on the Sample Variance for Discriminating Error
(svde), the level of confidence of a monotonic gene is determined. A small
svde value indicates clear monotonicity of the corresponding gene.

For the application of the MFSelector package, we have to define param-
eters such as permut, svdetimes and svdenoise in order to set the level of
stringency for the monotonicity. permut controls the statistical significance
of the DEtotal index, svdetimes represents the number of times the SVDE
procedure along with the random noise will be repeated and svdenoise in-
dicates the strength of the noise in the experiment. The greater the values
of the aforementioned parameters, the higher the stringency of the selection.
For our analysis, to obtain the MEGs which are expressed with strong mono-
tonic pattern, we applied the MFSelector approach by setting its parameters:
permut 100, svdetimes 100 and svdenoise 0.1.

2.3.3 Identification of Transcription Factor Coopera-
tion

In order to identify cooperative transcription factors, we applied our previ-
ously developed PC-TraFF method [26] which is a well established informa-
tion theory based approach. The PC-TraFF algorithm uses the concept of
pointwise mutual information (PMI) for the identification of TF cooperation
by mainly considering the co-occurrence of their transcription factor binding
sites (TFBSs) in the promoters of genes [26].

As input parameters the algorithm needs a set of regulatory sequences,
a library of position weight matrices (PWMs) and pre-defined TFBS dis-
tance constraints.

• Promoter sequences: The promoter sequence (covering the −500
to 100 bp regions relative to a transcription start site) of each signifi-
cant monotonically expressed gene (MEG) is extracted from the UCSC
genome browser [43].

• Creation of the PWM library and TFBS detection: For the
detection of TFBSs in the promoters of MEGs, we obtained PWMs
from the TRANSFAC database (release 2018.1) [44].

Until now, based on the functional analysis and comprehensive per-
formance evaluation strategies, different studies have shown that the
computational TFBS detection methods using PWMs are well estab-
lished and highly applied. However, their prediction performance is
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prone to high rates of false positive predictions [30, 45, 46]. In or-
der to eliminate the false predictions to some extent in our analysis,
we manually created a specific PWM library following our previous
study [47]. For this purpose, we first obtained all available cattle
TFs from AnimalTFDB 2.0 [48] and identified the expression values
(TPM values) of their corresponding TF genes in the gene expression
dataset, under study. Second, the TFs were excluded from further
analysis if the TPM values of their TF genes were zero. After that,
the corresponding PWMs of the remaining TFs were obtained from
the TRANSFAC database [44]. Finally, based on the Pearson correla-
tion between these PWMs, we applied hierarchical clustering and used
only the PWMs with the highest information content from each cluster
as representative to create our final non-redundant vertebrate PWM
library (see Supplementary Table S1).

In addition, we applied the MatchTM program [51] using these PWMs
and their TRANSFAC specific profile parameter minSum to minimize
the sum of false positive and false negative rate for the detection of
putative TFBSs in promoter sequences.

• Pre-defined distances: For the identification of cooperative TFs
based on the co-occurrence of their TFBSs, the PC-TraFF algorithm re-
quires pre-defined minimum and maximum distance thresholds. In this
study, the recommended distance values of ≥ 5 and ≤ 20 were used for
the minimum and maximum distance, respectively.

The PC-TraFF algorithm provides a PMI(Ta;Tb)-score for each cooperative
TF-pair (Ta and Tb), which is transformed in the next step into the z-score.
A cooperation between any Ta and Tb is considered to be statistically signif-
icant if they have a z-score ≥ 3.

2.4 Results and Discussion

2.4.1 Data Processing

We analysed a time series dataset which consisted of gene expression values
for three tissues (liver, spleen and lymph node) from two cattle breeds, try-
panosusceptible and trypanotolerant, during the disease progression after T.
congolense infection. Although the dataset for liver tissue consisted of gene
expression values from several time points (days 0, 12, 15, 18, 21, 26, 29, 32
and 35), we considered for this tissue the data only for 3 time points (days:
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0, 21 and 35) similar to spleen and lymph node tissues, to ensure the purpose
of maintaining uniformity throughout the analyses.

2.4.2 Identification of MEGs

To begin with the analysis, we organized the dataset for each breed separately
and arranged the dataset unique for the tissue type of each breed in ascending
order of time points. Afterwards, we applied the MFSelector package to the
gene sets of each tissue, using its parameters as mentioned in the Materials
and Methods section. Subsequently, we obtained for each tissue in both
cattle breeds two lists of MEGs in ascending and descending order based on
their monotonicity of expression during the disease progression. Finally, we
defined for our further analysis a gene to be a statistically significant MEG
if its corresponding q-value ≤ 0.05 and its svde value ≤ 1. The numbers of
statistically significant MEGs are given in Table 2.1 and all lists of MEGs
are provided in Supplementary Table S2.

Table 2.1: Numbers of statistically significant Monotonically Expressed
Genes in ascending and descending order for liver-, spleen- and lymph node
tissues for the cattle breeds Boran and N’Dama.

Boran N’Dama
Ascending Descending Ascending Descending

Liver 741 308 757 124
Spleen 669 126 13 139
Lymph node 87 5 119 114

The analysis of significant ascending and descending MEGs for spleen and
lymph node tissues revealed that the vast majority of them are unique in
both breeds and only a small minority of these MEGs is common to both
breeds. On the other hand, there are 429 overlapping genes in the significant
ascending MEGs and 39 overlapping genes in the descending MEGs in the
liver tissue of Boran and N’Dama, respectively (see Figure 2.2). In our
further analysis, we omitted the MEGs which are found to be significant and
overlapping for a certain tissue in both breeds.

2.4.3 Identification of Cooperative TFs

Applying the PC-TraFF approach [26] to the promoters of MEGs for each
tissue in both cattle breeds individually, we have identified significant coop-
erative TF pairs for liver, spleen and lymph node tissues which are listed
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Figure 2.2: Venn-diagram of the MEGs in the ascending and descending
orders of (a) liver-, (b) spleen- and (c) lymph node tissues for the progressive
three time points (day 0, day 21, and day 35) after trypanosomiasis infection
of the two cattle breeds.

in Table 2.2. The TFs E2F1, PPARA, THAP1, HAND1E47 and TFAP2A
are frequently observed in all three tissues of both cattle breeds. The factor
E2F1 belongs to the E2F family of transcription factors [50] and is involved
in promoting the process of adipogenesis and in regulating lipolysis [51, 52].
Denechaud et al. pointed out the association of E2F1 with several pro-
cesses in pancreas, liver, heart, muscle, and adipocytes including lipogenesis,
cholesterol transport, bile acid synthesis, glucose oxidation, and oxidative
metabolism [52]. Furthermore, it was also reported that E2F1 mRNA levels
in the adipose tissue correlated with circulating free fatty acid levels in obese
human subjects [52, 53]. Interestingly, E2F has been reported as one of the
promising candidates in the circadian transcriptional regulators [54].

Kersten et al. explained in their review [55] PPARA is activated by ligands
and is abundantly found in liver. In mouse, it is reported as the master regu-
lator of lipid metabolism in liver during fasting. In human liver, it is reported
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Table 2.2: Cooperative TF pairs specific for liver-, spleen-, and lymph
node tissues of Boran and N’Dama obtained from PC-TraFF approach.

Cooperative Transcription Factor pairs
Breed Liver Spleen Lymph node

Boran

PPARG – RFX5
HAND1E47 – THAP1
HAND1E47 – TFAP2A
THAP1 – E2F1
HOXA6 – BATF
TTF1 – RFX5
DBP – PAX8
E2F1 – PPARA
E2F1 – E2F1

EMX2 – BATF
FOXM1 – JUND
HOXA4 – HOXB7
PPARA – E2F1
E2F1 – E2F1
E2F1 – TFAP2A

JUND – BATF
HOXA6 – MAFF
SIX3 – MAFF
HAND1E47 – E2F1
HOXA4 – BATF
FOXM1 – HNF4G
DBP – FOXM1
SIX3 – RFX5
HAND1E47 – FOSL1
FOXA1 – MAFF
HOXA4 – MAFF
SIX3 – BATF
SIX3 – HNF4G
HOXA4 – SIX3
THAP1 – PPARA
E2F1 – PPARA
EMX2 – BATF
THAP1 – THAP1

N’Dama

PPARG – SIX5
FOXM1 – DLX3
HAND1E47 – E2F1
HAND1E47 – USF2
SIX5 – PPARA
SIX3 – THAP1
THAP1 – THAP1
PPARA – DBP
PPARA – TFAP2A
E2F1 – E2F1

HMBOX – BATF
HOXB7 – BATF
SIX5 – THAP1
HOXA4 – HMBOX1
HAND1E47 – DBP
HOXA6 – BATF
SIX5 – E2F1
HMBOX1 – RFX5
E2F1 – TFAP2A

SMAD4 – E2F1
HOXA6 – BATF
HOXA4 – HOXB7
TCF4 – HNF4G
E2F1 – TFAP2A
THAP1 – HNF4G
DBP – TFAP2A
HAND1E47 – RFX5
THAP1 – PPARA
E2F1 – PPARA
EMX2 – BATF
HOXA4 – SIX3
THAP1 – THAP1

that PPARA induces several genes involved in numerous metabolic pathways
including bile acid synthesis, lipoprotein metabolism, synthesis and break-
down of triglycerides and lipid droplets. Moreover, they play suppressive
roles in inflammation and acute phase response.

The factor THAP domain containing apoptosis associated protein 1 abbrevi-
ated to THAP1 belongs to the THAP protein family [50, 56, 57]. They are
found in the interaction and co-localization with the promyelocytic leukemia
nuclear bodies [56]. Another important factor is TFAP2A which is a member
of the TFAP2 (AP-2) family of basic helix-span-helix transcription factors.
A crucial role of these transcription factors has been shown in [58] as the mas-
ter regulator of lipid droplet biogenesis, in which lipid droplets are known
for various other functions including inflammatory responses, host-pathogen
interaction, and other metabolic processes [58, 59, 60]. Importantly, it was
found to be significantly over-represented in the promoter regions of clock
controlled genes [54].
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Figure 2.3: Cooperation networks for the TF pairs of (a) liver tissue of
Boran, (b) spleen tissue of Boran, (c) lymph node tissue of Boran, (d) liver
tissue of N’Dama, (e) spleen tissue of N’Dama and (f) lymph node tissue of
N’Dama.

On the other hand, the factor HAND1E47 from the basic helix-loop-
helix (bHLH) transcription factor family is reported in the development of
heart [61, 62, 63, 64] and to be associated with cardiac defects [65]. Its associ-
ation with the host pathogen interplay is currently biologically unconfirmed.
In order to gain a better understanding of the underlying molecular mecha-
nism of AAT in different tissues and compare the results of both breeds, we
created cooperation networks for each tissue based on its specific TF pairs
as suggested in our previous studies [26, 47, 66, 67]. The nodes represent
the TFs and the edges represent their co-operation in these networks which
are presented in Figure 2.3. The cooperation networks of liver-, spleen- and
lymph node tissues consist of 9, 6 and 18 cooperative TF pairs in Boran and
10, 9 and 13 pairs in N’Dama, respectively.

2.4.4 Cooperative TFs in Liver Tissue

The analysis of the cooperation networks for liver tissue (Figure 2.3a,d) re-
veals that, although several (single) TFs are overlapping in both networks,
they change their partners in both breeds. Among others, cooperation of
the factor DBP in these two cattle breeds highlights the difference in its re-
markable preferential partner choice, namely DBP–PAX8 in Boran, whereas
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DBP–THAP1 and DBP–PPARA in N’Dama.
The albumin Site D-binding Protein (DBP) is regarded as a clock tar-
get gene which regulates primarily the sleep-wake cycle in mammalian
species [54, 68, 69, 70, 71]. Further, DBP is associated with the circadian
rhythm [68], which is normally disrupted in humans during the disease pro-
gression [72]. In Human African Trypanosomiasis (HAT), an improper disor-
ganised sleeping pattern is common wherein the infected persons sleep more
during day time and stay awake during night time [72]. The relationship
between clock genes and the circadian rhythm are well established in several
studies [73, 74, 75]. Further, DBP is a liver specific transcriptional activator,
expressed in a circadian manner [76]. Circadian rhythm in peripheral tissues
like liver is crucial for the normal hepatic metabolism [77, 78], especially of
lipids [79]. Several binding sites for DBP are reported in the promoter re-
gions of the gene CYP7 which is involved in the rate limiting step of the
pathway converting cholesterol to bile acids in mammalian species [80].
In the liver tissue of the cattle breed Boran, DBP forms dimers with the factor
PAX8 which is one of the thyroid-specific transcription factors essential for
the development of the thyroid gland [81, 82]. Mutations in PAX8 have been
reported to cause hypothyroidism [83]. PAX8 is a highly sensitive marker
for thyroid and renal tumors [84]. The levels of the Thyroid Stimulating
Hormone (TSH) are influenced by the circadian rhythm [85]. In relation
to AAT, one of the endocrine organs affected by trypanosome infection is
thyroid. Interestingly, decrease in the levels of T4 has been observed in goats
after T. congolense infection, consequently indicating the impairment of the
thyroid function [86]. Studies on Boran cattle infected with Trypanosoma
congolense have confirmed the impairment of the pituitary gland [87].
Using neonatal Pax8 −/− mice, about a 10-fold increase of accumulation of
hepatic triglycerides has been observed [88]. After the administration of thy-
roid hormone (TH), hepatic triglycerides were mobilised and processed [88].
Thyroid hormones and the functioning of the liver, particularly in the lipid
metabolism, are interconnected with each other. Additionally, it is proven
that thyroid hormone regulates a variety of metabolic processes by inter-
acting with several important signalling pathways, thereby influencing en-
ergy metabolism and energy homeostasis [89]. They critically regulate the
cholesterol metabolism in rat [90]. Specifically in liver, T3 and T4 hormones
regulate the lipoprotein metabolism [88, 91, 92]. These findings support the
hypothesis that the cooperation between the TFs DBP and PAX8 could be
strongly associated with the circadian rhythm, thyroid hormones and the
lipid metabolism of the AAT susceptible breed Boran.
On the other hand, the TF cooperations DBP–PPARA and DBP–THAP1
in the liver tissue of N’Dama might be noticeably changing the host and
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parasite interaction in a direction that is opposite to that of Boran. The fac-
tor PPARA from the Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor family is
reported to be an important regulator of lipid metabolism, predominantly
expressed in liver. It belongs to the nuclear receptor hormone superfamily
which are ligand-induced [93]. PPARs are increasingly studied in inflamma-
tion as they are involved directly in the negative regulation of inflammation.
Remarkably, PPARA plays a significant anti-inflammatory role in the regula-
tion of the immune system [93]. The second partner of DBP is the zinc fnger
transcription factor THAP1 [56, 94, 95]. Mutations in THAP1 result in neu-
ronal dysfunction leading to dystonia, a brain disorder which is characterized
by involuntary muscle contractions and abnormal postures [96].
After T. congolense infection, cerebral lesions and enlargement of several or-
gans in particular liver, spleen, lungs, heart, and lymph nodes, are observed
during the pathogenesis of the disease [97, 98]. This could be an indica-
tion that the infected cattle are attempting to remove the parasites from
the body via chronic inflammation. Preferential partner choice of the fac-
tor DBP in the liver of both breeds could play an influential role in their
AAT-tolerance mechanisms. In a study performed by Kierstein et al. [99] in
mouse models infected with T. congolense, DBP has been identified as one of
the Differentially Expressed Genes (DEGs) between susceptible and tolerant
mice [99]. In a similar study, genes related to lipid transport and metabolism
are frequently reported during the progressive stages of the disease [99]. Con-
trarily in N’Dama, the cooperation between DBP–PPARA could be leading
to the regulation of lipid metabolism and inflammation. The parasitic try-
panosomes might have altered the aforementioned regulatory mechanism of
the host by changing the TF cooperation, especially that of DBP. This might
be the hidden link between metabolic and immune system related pathways.
In Boran liver, the DBP-PAX8 cooperation might be favouring the survival
of the parasite in manipulating the pathways for lipid metabolism, which
are essential for the parasite. On the other hand in N’Dama, strong tran-
scriptional regulation of metabolism and inflammation might be serving as a
critical switch in AAT-tolerance. Regarding the function of DBP in control-
ling the circadian rhythm of liver tissue in mammals and its relation to the
AAT disease, our findings suggest that the specific partners of DBP in both
breeds could be associated with different genetic programs governing their
susceptibility or tolerance.
Another interesting TF found in the liver tissue of Boran is RFX5. The factor
RFX5 belongs to the family of RFX (Regulatory Factor X) gene transcrip-
tion factors [50] and its over-expression has been observed in hepatocellular
carcinoma [100]. Previous studies have shown its critical importance in the
regulation of the MHC (Major Histocompatibility Complex) class II gene for
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which RFX5 activates the expression of those genes essential for the initia-
tion and propagation of the antigen-specific immune T cells [101, 102, 103].
In this regard, MHC II genes are shown to play an important role in the
adaptive immunity [101, 102, 103]. In the thymus, they are important for
the positive and negative selection of T-cells [101, 102, 103].

In the liver tissue of Boran, the RFX5 cooperates with the factors TTF1
and PPARG (see Figure 2.3a). The factor TTF1 (Thyroid Transcription
Factor 1) is a nuclear protein expressed in the thyroid and the pulmonary
epithelium [104, 105]. It serves as a specific marker for lung and rectal adeno-
carcinoma [106, 107, 108]. Together with the factor PAX8, the factor TTF1
is a particularly important player in the organogenesis of the thyroid gland;
both are reported in several studies of thyroid carcinomas [109, 110, 111].
The second cooperation partner of RFX5 is PPARG, which is a nuclear
receptor with anti-inflammatory role and it contributes to cardiovascular
diseases [112]. Furthermore, it regulates the expression of CD36 upon in-
duction, which is involved in processes such as angiogenesis and inflamma-
tion. PPARG acts as modulator in adipogenesis, insulin sensitivity and the
whole-body lipid metabolism [113, 114, 115, 116].

On the other hand, the cooperation network of liver of N’Dama contains
the transcription factors USF2 and FOXM1 which are strongly associated
with immune responses (Figure 2.3d). Upstream Stimulatory Factor (USF2 )
is a member of the basic helix-loop-helix family that has been identified as
one of the controllers of insulin synthesis [117]. Further, USF2 participates
in the regulation of important cellular processes like metabolism, embry-
onic development, brain function, fertility, iron homeostasis and immune
responses [118, 119]. In a breast cancer study, levels of USF2 were reported
abnormal and were suggested to play a role in cancer progression [120].

The factor FOXM1 belongs to the Forkhead box (FOX) transcription factor
family [50] and is involved in a variety of biological processes including DNA
damage response, drug resistance, cell death, and cell proliferation [121].
Furthermore, FOXM1 is regarded as the master regulator for DNA damage
response and genotoxic agent resistance [122, 123]. Based on its regulatory
role, it is studied as a potential target for prognosis and treatment of can-
cers [124].

Taken together, the cooperative TF pairs in the liver tissue of both breeds
could provide promising information to elucidate their regulatory genetic
programs governing their susceptibility and tolerance traits.
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2.4.5 Cooperative TFs in Spleen Tissue

Examining the cooperation networks for the spleen tissue of Boran and for
N’Dama (Figure 2.3b,e) illustrates that all single TFs have different part-
ners in the two breeds except for the TF pair E2F1–TFAP2A. Interestingly,
the factor DBP forms only one dimer in the spleen tissue of N’Dama and
it is absent in the cooperation network of Boran spleen tissue. The absence
of DBP might be indirectly a significant implication of the disruption of the
circadian rhythm and the related rhythmic processes in the spleen tissue as
a result of trypanosome infection in Boran.

In contrast to Boran, the factor DBP forms a cooperative pair with the factor
HAND1E47 in the TF network of the spleen tissue of N’Dama. Taking into
account the significance of the interaction between DBP and HAND1E47,
the factor HAND1E47 belongs to the bHLH transcription factor family,
which is mainly involved in the cardiogenesis and hematopoiesis processes,
as per the studies in Drosophila model [125]. Furthermore, loss-of-function
mutation in HAND1 has been reported in dilated cardiomyopathy, which is
the continuous enlargement and loss of contraction of the ventricular chamber
in the heart [126]. The DBP-HAND1E47 cooperation in the spleen tissue
seems to have great importance in the AAT disease resistance of N’Dama,
because the AAT-infected cattle die in the final stage of the AAT disease,
from cardiovascular defects wherein the TF cooperation DBP-HAND1E47
could play a defensive role in N’Dama.

A closer look at the cooperation networks of the spleen tissue further reveals
that there are several homeobox transcription factors in both networks. Par-
ticularly, the factors HOXA4 and HOXB7 are found in the networks of
both breeds, however with different TF partners. The TFs HOXA, HOXB,
and HMBOX1 are involved in the regulation of differentiation of haematopoi-
etic cells [127, 128, 129, 130] and development of the embryo [131]. HOX
genes have been shown to be master regulators of haematopoiesis and are re-
lated to haematopoietic disorders [132]. Consequently, their TF cooperations
might also play important roles during the AAT disease as the cattle suffers
from anaemia which is the destruction of blood cells. Moreover, HOXA4 has
been reported in relation to Chronic Myeloid Leukaemia (CML) [133] and
increased expression of HOXA6 in Acute Myeloid Leukaemia [134]. Further-
more, the factor HMBOX1 in the network of N’Dama, functions as a tran-
scriptional repressor of the cell cytolytic activity of NK cells [135]. The factor
HMBOX1 cooperates with BATF, HOXA4, and RFX5 only in the network of
N’Dama which could lead to a significant difference in the regulatory events
of the spleen tissue between Boran and N’Dama. HMBOX1 regulates the
process of cell cytolysis, which could thereby be controlling the destruction
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of blood cells and maintaining the normal blood count of blood cells. Ac-
cording to its known molecular functions, the factor HMBOX1 might have a
protective role in the spleen tissue against splenomegaly and anaemia which
are prominent features of AAT.
Although the factor BATF has been identified as significant in both net-
works, it switches its partner (see Figure 2.3b,e). BATF belongs to the bZIP
family of transcription factors and is predominantly expressed in lympho-
cytes. Its preferential partner choice could be strongly associated with the
production of immune responses since this TF is specialized in controlling
the differentiation of Th17 cells [136].
Another interesting factor is SIX5 which is found only in the network of
N’Dama. SIX5 belongs to the Sine Oculis homeobox homolog family and
is mainly involved in the process of differentiation, migration, and organo-
genesis [137]. In mouse, SIX5 -deficient animals displayed characteristics of
myotonic dystrophy [137, 138, 139], which is characterized by muscle weak-
ness, cataracts, heart conduction complications and impaired cognitive func-
tions [139]. The absence of SIX5 in Boran could also lead to the different
AAT-disease signs.
Collectively, our findings in the spleen tissue of both breeds suggest that the
specific partner choice of TFs could potentially contribute to splenomegaly,
anaemia and immune responses in the susceptible breed Boran.

2.4.6 Cooperative TFs in Lymph Node Tissue

Analysis of the cooperation networks of the lymph node tissue (Figure 2.3c,f)
demonstrates that few single TFs are common in the networks of both breeds,
however, with different partners. In particular, the transcription factor DBP
forms different dimers in these cooperation networks. Interestingly, in Boran
lymph node DBP cooperates with FOXM1, which is a crucial mediator of
inflammatory responses. Further, knocking out FOXM1 has resulted in the
reduction of inflammatory response in osteoarthritis [140], suggesting that
FOXM1 could play a crucial role in chronic inflammation in Boran during
the disease. On the other hand, in N’Dama, the cooperation partner of DBP
is TFAP2A which belongs to the AP2 transcription factors. Surprisingly
similar to TFs found in liver tissue, also the TF TFAP2A is strongly related
to lipid droplet biogenesis, which plays an important role in host-pathogen
interaction [58, 141]. According to the regulatory functions of TFAP2A,
the cooperation of DBP-TFAP2A could be remarkably in strong favour of the
rhythmic regulation of lipid droplet biogenesis process in the trypanotolerant
breed N’Dama.
The cooperation DBP-FOXM1 in Boran could be in relation with the reg-
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ulation of inflammation processes. In contrast to Boran, the DBP-TFAP2A
cooperation might be involved in the regulation of the circadian rhythm in
lymph node tissues of N’Dama.
Another transcription factor found in the cooperation network of Boran is
MAFF, a leucine zipper (bZIP)-type transcription factor that cooperates with
the following factors: FOXA1, SIX3, HOXA4 and HOXA6. Remarkably,
SNPs in MAFF are experimentally reported to be in association with Chronic
Myeloid Leukaemia [142]. The symptoms of Chronic Myeloid Leukaemia
closely resemble the condition of AAT-affected cattle which suffer from simi-
lar weight loss, lymphadenopathy, splenomegaly, hepatomegaly, and cardiac
failure during the disease [2, 143].
The factor SMAD4 which is found in the network of N’Dama, is crucial
for the regulation of differentiation of Th17 cells. As previously mentioned,
Th17 cells are important in the investigation of inflammatory and autoim-
mune diseases. Furthermore, mutations on SMAD4 had resulted in the loss
of suppression of Th17 cell differentiation and therefore they also serve as
therapeutic target for autoimmune disorders [144]. As shown in the net-
work of Boran, BATF, and JUN complexes have been studied in cartilage
destruction through gene regulation in chondrocytes and therefore were iden-
tified as targets for osteoarthritis, a degenerative arthritis which affects joint
tissues [145].
The factor TCF4 present in the network of N’Dama, belongs to a basic helix-
loop-helix family which plays an integral role in Wnt signalling and neuronal
differentiation especially in the brain development [146, 147, 148, 149, 150].
Furthermore, TCF4 is also involved in the immune responses through the
production of plasmacytoid Dendritic Cells (pDCs), which respond to viral
nucleic acids and autoimmune diseases, by the secretion of cytokines such as
type I interferons [151, 152, 153, 154]. Genetic alterations in TCF4 are easy
targets and therefore mutations in TCF4 have been reported in the most
common form of lymphoma which is the diffuse large B-cell lymphoma and
Angelman syndrome [155, 156]. The factor TCF4 has also been identified
as the master regulator of schizophrenia, a severe complicated mental disor-
der [157]. It is reported that disruption in TCF4 regulatory networks is asso-
ciated with neuropsychiatric diseases namely schizoprenia, autism, the Pitt-
Hopkins syndrome, and depression [158, 159]. In connection with AAT,
the cattle suffers from fever, listlessness, oedema, depression, and paralysis
during the progressive stages of the disease [2, 160].
Similar to the networks of liver and spleen tissues, the cooperation network of
lymph node tissue reveals the significance of the preferential partner choice of
the factor DBP and, additionally, it provides a hint that the circadian rhythm
in lymph node tissue could be associated with the generation of immune
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responses, which also includes inflammatory cytokines and the regulation of
lipid droplets during the AAT disease.

2.5 Conclusions

Knowledge about TFs and their complex interplay is pivotal to understand
the regulation of genetic programs which maintain adaptation of the an-
imal to different pathophysiological stresses like parasitic infections. Our
findings indicate that given the AAT disease progression, the preferential
partner choice of TFs is strongly related to the tissue type and the suscep-
tibility/resistance of the cattle breeds. Especially the results emphasized
the higher relevance of the factor DBP along with its partners in circadian
rhythm and lipid metabolism, which could be associated with the patho-
genesis of AAT in trypanotolerant N’Dama and trypanosusceptible Boran.
Importantly, the recent study of Solis et al. [28] on the crucial role of circa-
dian regulation for the coordination of the immune functions lend support to
our findings that the circadian control of the immune system influenced by
host-pathogen interaction might have resulted in the transcriptional repro-
gramming of regulation determining the level of AAT-tolerance of the cattle.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study in this field which mainly
focuses on the importance of TFs and their cooperation to reveal the genetic
programs underlying the AAT disease. Our results could be used in future
works for deciphering the master regulators which could support experimen-
tal studies in generating novel hypotheses for potential drug targets.
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3.1 Abstract

African Animal Trypanosomiasis (AAT) is transmitted by the tsetse fly which
carries pathogenic trypanosomes in its saliva, thus causing debilitating infec-
tion to livestock health. As the disease advances, a multistage progression
process is observed based on the progressive clinical signs displayed in the
host’s body. Investigation of genes expressed with regular monotonic patterns
(known as Monotonically Expressed Genes (MEGs)) and of their master reg-
ulators can provide important clue for the understanding of the molecular
mechanisms underlying the AAT disease. For this purpose, we analysed
MEGs for three tissues (liver, spleen and lymph node) of two cattle breeds,
namely trypanosusceptible Boran and trypanotolerant N’Dama. Our analy-
sis revealed cattle breed-specific master regulators which are highly related to
distinguish the genetic programs in both cattle breeds. Especially the master
regulators MYC and DBP found in this study, seem to influence the immune
responses strongly, thereby susceptibility and trypanotolerance of Boran and
N’Dama respectively. Furthermore, our pathway analysis also bolsters the
crucial roles of these master regulators. Taken together, our findings provide
novel insights into breed-specific master regulators which orchestrate the reg-
ulatory cascades influencing the level of trypanotolerance in cattle breeds and
thus could be promising drug targets for future therapeutic interventions.

3.2 Introduction

African Animal Trypanosomiasis (AAT), also known as ’nagana’, is a par-
asitic disease of animals caused by the flagellated protozoan species of Try-
panosoma which is transmitted primarily through the bite of infected tsetse
flies [1]. This neglected disease is a threat to animal and human health, espe-
cially in sub-Saharan African countries [2, 3, 4]. It affects millions of livestock
annually, leading to major economic loss of billions of US dollars every year
and substantial decrease in agricultural productivity in Africa [5, 6].

Trypanosoma congolense, Trypanosoma vivax, and Trypanosoma brucei are
the major causes of infection in livestock [7]. Trypanotolerance refers to the
capability of the animal to control parasitaemia and anaemia and to remain
productive despite the infection of the parasite [8, 9, 10]. It has become an
important trait in the recent decade and this trait is widely found in some Bos
taurus cattle breeds including N’Dama and West African shorthorn breeds
[9, 11, 12, 13]. Although the aforementioned cattle breeds remain productive
during the course of the disease, they are not desirable for farming due to
their smaller size and lower draft power. On the other hand, Zebu (Bos
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indicus) cattle are not particularly resistant to trypanosomiasis, unlike the
native Bos taurus cattle. Farmers depend on the Zebu cattle breeds like
Boran as they are more suitable for agricultural purposes due to their high
draught power and agricultural productivity. However, susceptibility of these
breeds to trypanosomiasis poses heavy economic constraints to the farmers
[9, 10, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19].
Until now, several studies have been performed in cattle by analysing
genotype or gene expression data in order to understand the molecular
mechanism underlying the genetic resistance to African trypanosomiasis
[20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. Hanotte et al. [24] identified quantitative trait
loci (QTL) controlling trypanotolerance in a cross of tolerant West African
N’Dama and susceptible East African Boran cattle. Moreover, Mekon-
nen et al. [20] surveyed the genome of the cattle breed Sheko to study
the genotype-phentotype associations and identified genomic regions asso-
ciated with trypanosomiasis. On the other hand, O’Gorman et al. [25]
identified temporal changes in peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMC)
gene expression in trypanotolerant N’Dama and trypanosusceptible Boran,
by studying transcriptomic profiles during the disease progression. To this
end, Noyes et al. [26] performed gene expression analysis and identified sev-
eral candidate genes in pathways which responded to trypanosome infection
in Boran and N’Dama.
Recently, by analysing the gene expression data set generated by Noyes et al.
[26], we have deciphered the cattle breed-specific partner choice of transcrip-
tion factors (TFs) during the disease progression [27]. For this purpose, we
mainly considered the Monotonically Expressed Genes (MEGs) to capture
the multistage progression process of the AAT disease in liver, spleen and
lymph node tissues. Importantly, we highlighted the pivotal relevance of the
preferential partner choice of the TF albumin D-site-Binding Protein (DBP)
in these tissues.
It has been widely shown that the transcriptional regulation of DBP con-
trols the circadian output/behaviour not only in the suprachiasmatic nucleus
SCN [28], but also in the peripheral tissues [29, 30]. Taking this aspect into
account, we addressed the association of DBP with circadian transcriptional
regulation of tissue-specific processes in mammalian species, in the context
of AAT. Especially our findings implicating the functional relationship of cir-
cadian control with the immune system are well substantiated by Solis et al.
[31], Barik et al. [32] and Scheiermann et al. [33]. In reference to the study by
Frank Hawking [34], in which he experimentally established the link between
circadian rhythm and T. congolense infection in the blood of laboratory ro-
dents, our findings also support the important role of the circadian rhythm
in the AAT disease.
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Exploring tissue-specific regulatory mechanisms is of utmost importance, es-
pecially in tissues such as liver, spleen and lymph nodes, which are likely the
primary sites where anaemia occurs as extra-vascular haemolysis [12, 35, 36].
Therefore, similar to our previous studies [37, 38], taking advantage of the
systems biology approaches, we attempted in this study to gain novel in-
sights by unravelling the tissue- and breed-specific master regulators and
over-represented signalling pathways that responded to trypanosome infec-
tion in Boran and N’Dama. Surprisingly, our results show DBP as a master
regulator for liver tissue of N’Dama, emphasizing the role of the circadian
rhythm in the hepatic metabolism and in the immune responses after try-
panosome infection in this resistant breed. Altogether, our results highlight
a striking feature of the circadian clock in trypanotolerance, especially in
the regulatory role of DBP in the immunity of trypanotolerant cattle, which
confirms our previous finding about the relevance of the clock-controlled gene
DBP to AAT.

3.2.1 Master Regulators as Drug Targets

Recently omics technologies and computational approaches have become in-
triguing tools and approaches for drug discovery, making use of gene ex-
pression data. Exploiting the systems biology approaches in several studies
[39, 40, 41, 42], master regulators have been reported as potential therapeu-
tic targets. By definition, master regulators are molecules that are located
at the top of the hierarchy involved in the transcriptomic regulation, where
the nodes tend to converge after certain upstream steps [43]. In biologi-
cal processes, master regulators specifically regulate the expression of down-
stream genes either directly or through cascades thereby leading to altered
phenotypes. In cellular context, dendritic cells involved in antigen-specific
responses are regarded as the master regulators which serve as a major link
between the innate and the adaptive immune system [44]. A recent study
from Vargas et al. on Alzheimer’s disease has proposed several therapeu-
tic molecular targets for drug development based on master regulator anal-
ysis [45]. Similar analyses revealed potential drug targets experimentally
for anaplastic thyroid carcinoma in which few transcription factors were
proposed as master regulators [46]. Few aforementioned examples demon-
strate that transcription regulatory networks and master regulators could be
promising drug candidates analysed for investigating complex diseases (in-
cluding Alzheimer’s disease and cancer) as they could be crucial drivers of
the molecular mechanism of disease processes.
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3.3 Materials and Methods

In this section, we provided an outline of the data set and the methods we
used in this study. Figure 3.1 depicts the workflow of this study.

Figure 3.1: Flowchart of the analysis. (a) Monotonically Expressed Genes
(MEGs) obtained from the analysis of microarray data set comprising gene
expression profiles of two cattle breeds: trypanosusceptible Boran and try-
panotolerant N’Dama (Boran Asc - MEGs expressed in the ascending pattern
for Boran, Boran Des - MEGs expressed in the descending pattern for Bo-
ran, N’Dama Asc - MEGs expressed in the ascending pattern for N’Dama
and N’Dama Des - MEGs expressed in the descending pattern for N’Dama;
(b) Master regulator analysis (Red circles and texts in red represent the ex-
emplarily selected master regulators from this study; LI, SP & LN stand
for liver, spleen and lymph node tissues); (c) Pathway enrichment analysis
performed using Reactome database.

3.3.1 Gene sets

In order to identify master regulators and over-represented pathways related
to the genetic programs underlying AAT, we analysed six gene sets that
exhibit regular monotonic expression patterns in liver-, spleen-, and lymph
node tissues of the two cattle breeds, namely trypanosusceptible Boran and
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trypanotolerant N’Dama, after being infected with Trypanosoma congolense.
For this purpose, we took the gene sets from our previous study [27] in
which we identified the genes based on the publicly available continuous
transcription profiling time-series microarray data set (htttp://www.ebi.uk/
arrayexpress/, accession no.E-MEXP-1778) [26]. In this study, we will mainly
focus on the analysis of the gene sets. A brief summary about the microar-
ray data set and the number of monotonically expressed genes (MEGs) is
given below.

3.3.2 Microarray data set

In this section, we recapitulate the experimental procedure performed by
Noyes et al. [26]. They performed a microarray experiment based on the cat-
tle breeds Boran and N’Dama as per the following: In the animal experiment,
25 healthy trypanosomiasis-free animals from each breed (trypanosuscepti-
ble Boran and trypanotolerant N’Dama) were infected with Trypanosoma
congolense IL1180 clone. To ensure the health of trypanosomiasis-free ani-
mals before experimental infection, the cattle were selected from herds in a
tsetse fly-free and trypanosomiasis-free zone of the ILRI Kapiti Plains ranch
and assessed negative for tick-borne parasites before transferring them to
the ILRI research facility at Kabete. All procedures for handling the animals
were performed according to the International Livestock Research Institute
(ILRI) ethical review process. Liver, spleen and lymph node tissues were
harvested from the cattle on day 0, day 21 and day 35. For control experi-
ments, five animals from each breed were killed before infection and the gene
expression readings were recorded for day 0. Tissue harvest was performed
after infection. After infection of the cattle, the tissues were collected on
day 21 and day 35 post-mortem. Additionally, needle biopsy method was
applied only for the liver tissue sampling on day 0 (before infection), day 12,
day 15, day 18, day 26, day 29, day 32 after infection. For each condition,
extraction of RNA from tissues was done and hybridisation were performed
on individual arrays.

3.3.3 Monotonically Expressed Genes

In our recent study [27], we identified the MEGs for each tissue of both cattle
breeds by applying the monotonic feature selector (MFSelector) approach [47]
to the microarray data set. The lists of MEGs for each tissue are provided in
the Supplementary Table S1 and the numbers of MEGs are given in Table 3.1.

htttp://www.ebi.uk/arrayexpress/
htttp://www.ebi.uk/arrayexpress/
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Table 3.1: Number of MEGs in ascending and descending order for liver-,
spleen- and lymph node tissues for the cattle breeds Boran and N’Dama.

Boran N’Dama
Ascending Descending Ascending Descending

Liver 741 308 757 124
Spleen 669 126 13 139
Lymph node 87 5 119 114

3.3.4 Finding Master Regulators and Over Repre-
sented Pathways

Similar to our previous studies [20, 37, 38], we applied well established sys-
tems biology approaches using the geneXplain platform [48] in order to iden-
tify master regulators and over-represented pathways.

For this purpose, we first run the “upstream analysis” workflow developed
by [49] with the maximum radius of 10 steps upstream using the Reactome
database [50]. The “upstream analysis” algorithm constructs a global signal
transduction network and then identifies the master regulators based on the
convergence points of these networks. In general, master regulators are lo-
cated at the top of a regulatory hierarchy and control the downstream genes
without their regulatory influence in signalling pathways [51].

Afterwards, we identified the over-represented pathways in order to unravel
the functional properties of the MEGs. The knowledge about the over-
represented pathways from Reactome database [50] provides mechanistic in-
sight into the MEGs and helps to decipher novel biological functions under-
lying the AAT disease mechanisms.

3.4 Results

Mainly focusing on the regular monotonic changes of gene expression profiles
in liver-, spleen-, and lymph node tissues during the AAT disease progression,
we analyzed in this study for each tissue the related MEG set and identified
master regulators as well as over-represented pathways.

3.4.1 Master Regulator Analysis

The “upstream analysis” workflow [48] has been employed using the MEG
sets of the tissues in order to computationally identify a variety of master
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regulators. As a result, we obtained altogether 10 unique master regula-
tors for both breeds across all tissues as shown in Table 3.2. Remarkably,
the vast majority of the master regulators are highly distinct between try-
panosusceptible Boran and trypanotolerant N’Dama breeds, only PBX1 is
found common for the spleen tissue of both breeds.

Table 3.2: Master regulators of the breeds Boran and N’Dama.

Boran N’Dama
Liver MYC, E2F1, PPARG DBP, PBX1, HOXA4, PPARA

Spleen PITX2, E2F1, PBX1 PBX1
Lymph node MYC, pSTAT1, PBX1 DBP, PPARA

3.4.1.1 Master regulators in liver

Using the “upstream analysis“ workflow, we identified three master regula-
tors (MYC, E2F1, PPARG) for the liver tissue of Boran and four master
regulators (DBP, PBX1, HOXA4, PPARA) for N’Dama.

MYC is a member of the basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) transcription factor
family. It regulates a wide range of biological processes including metabolism,
apoptosis, cell cycle, cell growth, angiogenesis or reprogramming in several
tissues [52, 53]. Importantly, MYC is highly pleiotropic [54] indicating that
its deregulation is in close connection with all hematological malignancies, es-
pecially anaemia [55, 56] which is a prominent feature of the AAT disease and
also with drug resistance [56, 57, 58, 59]. Furthermore, it has been reported
as regulator of large networks of genes and has been associated with several
cancer types, and is thus serving as a potential drug target [52, 60, 61, 62].
Furthermore, it has been reported in the host-parasite interaction, improv-
ing the survival rate of parasites in surpassing immune surveillance mecha-
nisms [63, 64]. With regard to the parasite’s survival, MYC could be playing
pivotal roles in induction and manipulation of host cell’s immunity in An-
imal African Trypanosomiasis as well. The master regulator E2F1 found
for Boran liver, plays a critical role in bile acid synthesis as per a study
performed in mouse model [65]. E2F1 inhibits the clearance of circulating
cholesterol by regulating the expression of PCSK9 [66], which might be re-
lated to the parasite’s critical need of cholesterol-related metabolism from
Boran’s body, implicating the progressive conditions of hypocholesteraemia
and hypolipidaemia after infection [67]. Peroxisome proliferator-activated re-
ceptor gamma (PPARG), found as the third master regulator for Boran liver,
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belongs to the nuclear hormone receptor super family [68, 69]. In liver, induc-
tion of PPARG overexpression as a result of pathophysiological stress, has
led to lipid accumulation. Interestingly, blocking of PPARG gene expression
has reduced the accumulation of lipids and the expression of inflammatory
genes [70, 71]. Therefore, PPARG is strongly associated not only with the
lipid metabolism but also with inflammatory processes [72]. This suggests
the role of PPARG in the induction of lipid metabolism by T. congolense to
utilise a high amount of energy from Boran, resulting in weight loss and loss
of body conditions in the cattle during the AAT disease.
Albumin D site-binding protein (DBP), found for the liver tissue of N’Dama,
is a liver-enriched transcription factor [73] and plays important roles in cir-
cadian rhythm in the mammals [30, 74]. Specifically, it influences the cir-
cadian transcriptional regulation of several liver-specific genes namely P450
genes such as Cyp2a4 and Cyp2a5 [75, 76]. Belonging to the PAR bZIP
basic leucine zipper family, DBP accumulates following a stringent circadian
rhythm in liver cells [30]. The circadian control of the liver gene CYP7 encod-
ing the cholesterol 7α-hydroxylase enzyme, which catalyses the metabolism
of cholesterol to bile acids [29, 77, 78], establishes the strong indispensable
association of the circadian rhythm and DBP in cholesterol homeostasis. Re-
markably, the expression of DBP was found upregulated in a tolerant mouse
model after T. congolense infection, suggesting the strong link of DBP and
trypanotolerance [79]. Our findings are further well-supported by the results
in [34], in which he established the association of the circadian rhythm with
the infection of T. congolense in rodents. Strikingly, the master regulator
PPARA (Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor α) is a ligand-induced
nuclear receptor that is highly expressed in the liver of mammals [80, 81].
PPARA is well-known for its transcriptional regulatory role in metabolic and
inflammatory pathways, making it a potential therapeutic target [82, 83, 84].
Particularly, it plays a crucial role in several metabolic processes, including
bile and amino acid metabolism, transportation and metabolism of lipids,
fatty acid beta-oxidation, ketogenesis and lipogenesis [81, 85, 86], which could
contribute to the protection of the host from worsening conditions of AAT
like weight loss and hypolipidemia.
Furthermore, PBX1 (Pre-B-cell leukemia homeobox-1) is necessary for the
maintenance of definitive hematopoiesis in the fetal liver, which indicates
the host-protective role of PBX1 from anaemia [87] and thus contributing
to trypanotolerance of N’Dama. Another master regulator HOXA4 from the
homeobox family, is known for its role in hematopoiesis and B-cell progenitor
population expansion [88], which implicates its importance in the production
and maintenance of blood cells and immune cells, thus helping the cattle to
control the major complications of AAT such as anaemia or parasitaemia.
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3.4.1.2 Master regulators in spleen

The analysis of MEGs for the spleen tissues of the cattle breeds reveals that
PBX1 is a common master regulator between Boran and N’Dama. It is es-
sential for the spleen tissue-specific function of hematopoiesis [89]. Another
key regulator, E2F1, found for the spleen tissue of Boran, has been reported
as a suppressor of dendritic cell maturation [90], therefore implicating its
role as a transcription factor for the immunosuppression in the infected cat-
tle Boran. Macrophages and dendritic cells play a significant role in the
innate immune system. In particular, they are involved in the production of
interferon γ (IFN-γ), which is important for resistance against T. congolense
[91]. Inhibition of dendritic cell maturation inhibits IFN-γ secretion [92],
thus resulting in the reduction of the immune response against T. congolense
[93]. The regulator E2F1 in Boran spleen may have a leading role in immune
depression of Boran, thus contributing to the susceptibility of Boran to AAT.

The remaining master regulator PITX2, found for the Boran spleen tissue,
is a member of the bicoid transcription factor family, which is involved in
a wide variety of developmental processes [94]. However, the reason for its
importance and potential role with respect to host-pathogen interaction is
still unclear.

3.4.1.3 Master regulators in lymph node

Investigation of the MEG sets of lymph node tissue unravelled three master
regulators (MYC, pSTAT1, and PBX1 ) for Boran and two master regulators
(DBP and PPARA) for N’Dama. MYC plays an essential role in immune
suppression and immune evasion mechanisms in assisting cancer cells to avoid
the host’s immunity, as suggested in cancer studies [95, 96]. It might play
a role in helping the trypanosomes to escape the immune check points in
host immune surveillance mechanisms, suggesting a major player in para-
sitaemia in Boran’s body which is one of the major characteristics of the
AAT disease. Strikingly, we identified pSTAT1 (signal transducer and acti-
vator of transcription 1) as the second master regulator. The role of STAT1 is
strongly associated with the development of Th1 and Th17 responses which
are CD4+ T-cell subsets [97, 98, 99]. This mainly implicates overproduc-
tion of pro-inflammatory cytokines (like IL-17) leading to cell death and
inflammation, which connects the severity of anaemia in Boran [100, 101].
The master regulator PBX1 has been studied in the homeostatic develop-
mental programming of natural killer (NK) cells [102], which contributes to
the main symptom of trypanosomiasis-associated acute anaemia as reported
by [103].
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DBP, identified as the master regulator in the lymph node of N’Dama, is a
clock-controlled transcription factor and an important regulatory component
of the circadian clock to ensure the 24 hour rhythm in mammalian species
[104, 105]. Several studies have reported the rhythmic expression of clock
genes in cells of the immune system such as macrophages, dendritic cells
and B-cells [106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113], representing the func-
tion of clock genes in immune responses. CD4+ T helper cells play crucial
roles in the stimulation of effective antibody response and efficient isotype
switching from IgM to IgG production [114, 115, 116], the critical features
reported in N’Dama for its AAT tolerance [117]. These cells, being the sig-
nificant regulators of adaptive immunity, harbor a circadian oscillator and
generate cytokines such as IL-2, IL-4 and IFN-γ according to robust rhythms
[118], implicating the tight connection of the circadian clock with adaptive
immune responses during the AAT disease. Another interesting master reg-
ulator found for N’Dama is PPARA which has been reported to be expressed
in B- and T-cells of the immune system [119, 120]. Importantly, PPARA is
known as the crucial regulator of immune responses such as inflammation and
cytokine production [121, 122, 123]. According to its biological function in
the immune system, PPARA could be protecting the depletion of the host’s
cells from its own immune system during parasitic manipulation of immune
responses, possibly controlling anaemia in N’Dama after trypanosome infec-
tion.

3.4.2 Pathway Analyses

To further decipher the specific biological functions of MEGs regarding AAT
disease mechanisms, we investigated the over-represented pathways using the
Reactome pathway database [50] for the three tissues of Boran and N’Dama.
All the over-represented pathways obtained from the analysis are listed in
the Supplementary Table S2 and the pathways unique for each tissue of the
two breeds are shown in Tables 3.3–3.5. Mainly focusing on these path-
ways, we found that several of them are overlapping between the breeds
(see Figure 3.2a–c). Interestingly, Figure 3.2b shows that there is only one
pathway unique for the spleen tissue of Boran. Taking the liver tissue into
account (Figure 3.2a), there are only 10 unique pathways obtained for each
breed despite the big overlap. On the other hand, remarkably high numbers
of pathways are found for the lymph node tissue of Boran, in comparison to
N’Dama (Figure 3.2c).
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Figure 3.2: Venn diagram of over-represented pathways (p-adjusted < 0.05)
obtained for liver-, spleen- and lymph node tissues of the two cattle breeds
Boran and N’Dama after the infection of Trypanosoma congolense. Pathway
enrichment analysis was performed based on the Reactome pathway database
[50].

3.4.2.1 Over-represented pathways found for liver tissue

Analysis of over-represented pathways for the liver tissue of Boran and
N’Dama uncovered ten pathways unique for each breed (see Table 3.3 and
Figure 3.2a).
In Table 3.3, the top three over-represented pathways are associated with
low oxygen environment and HIF accumulation due to parasitic infection
[124, 125] in the liver tissue of the trypanosusceptible breed Boran. Further-
more, the TGF-β signaling pathway, which includes the TGF-β receptor com-
plex, TGF-β family members and SMAD2/SMAD3:SMAD4 heterotrimer
(shown in Figure 3.3), is reported as a critically important pathway for the
parasite in mammalian cell invasion and to escape the host’s immune sys-
tem [126, 127]. Especially, this pathway is involved in the suppression of
macrophages that are essential players against parasites [128, 129], impli-
cating immunosuppression [130, 131] during AAT in Boran. Moreover, our
findings also lend support to experimental studies on TGF-β on other species
of Trypanosoma [132, 133]. Importantly, the interleukin-1 family signaling
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Table 3.3: Significantly over-represented pathways found for the liver tissue
of Boran and N’Dama (p-adjusted < 0.05).

Liver
Pathway name Hit names Adjusted p-value

Boran
Cellular responses to external stimuli Arnt, Fos, Hif1a, Hsf1 4.64×10−4

Regulation of beta-cell development Foxo1, Hnf4g, Nkx2.2 0.0032
Regulation of Hypoxia-inducible Factor (HIF) by oxygen Arnt, Hif1a 0.0033
Cellular response to hypoxia Arnt, Hif1a 0.0033
Signaling by TGF-beta Receptor Complex Myc, Smad3, Smad4 0.0036
Signaling by TGF-beta family members Myc, Smad3, Smad4 0.0063
Signaling by NOTCH1 Hif1a, Myc 0.0105
Transcriptional activity of SMAD2/SMAD3:SMAD4 heterotrimer Myc, Smad4 0.0147
Signaling by NOTCH Hif1a, Myc 0.0349
Interleukin-1 family signaling Nfkb1, Smad3 0.0371
Cellular Senescence Fos, Jun 0.0416

N’Dama
PTEN Regulation Atf, Jun 0.0025
Activation of HOX genes during differentiation Hoxa4, Jun, Meis1 0.0036
Activation of anterior HOX genes in hindbrain development during early embryogenesis Hoxa4, Jun, Meis1 0.0036
BMAL1:CLOCK, NPAS2 activates circadian gene expression Dbp, Ppara 0.0161
PIP3 activates AKT signaling Atf, Jun 0.0229
Transcriptional regulation of pluripotent stem cells Pbx1, Pou5f1 0.0229
Intracellular signaling by second messengers Atf2, Jun 0.0280
Transcriptional regulation by RUNX2 Sox9, Stat1 0.0364
Transcriptional regulation of white adipocyte differentiation Pparg, Rxra 0.0424
Circadian Clock Dbp, Ppara 0.0488

pathway found for Boran has been reported in direct association with dam-
aging inflammation [134], which could explain the development of anaemia
in Boran.
Regarding N’Dama’s liver tissue, the circadian clock and its components
are inextricably in association with the transcriptional regulation of liver
functions [135, 136, 137, 138], suggesting the integrity of the circadian rhythm
in the trypanotolerance mechanisms of N’Dama as shown in Table 3.3 and
Figure 3.4. This finding is consistent with our previous results [27] and also
a recent study by Solis et al. [31]. Intriguingly, the second and third over-
represented pathways found for N’Dama are emphasizing the activation of
HOX genes, which have been implicated as master regulator genes in the
process of haematopoiesis [139]. Haematopoietic cells, derived mainly from
fetal liver and bone marrow, are important in self-renewal and long-term
supply of blood cells, especially T cells, which play a crucial role in the
immune system [139, 140, 141, 142]. These pathways strongly suggest their
potential roles in protection of N’Dama from anaemia which is the most
prominent feature of AAT disease.

3.4.2.2 Over-represented pathways found for spleen tissue

For the spleen tissue, I identified one unique significantly over-represented
pathway for Boran and 14 significantly over-represented pathways for
N’Dama (see Table 3.4 and Figure 3.2b).
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Figure 3.3: Gene-pathway network: Network representing the association
between the over-represented pathways and transcription factors especially
MYC, depicted for the liver tissue of Boran. Orange coloured ellipses in the
network represent the transcription factor genes and yellow coloured rhom-
buses indicate the over-represented pathways. The transcription factors are
connected to the pathways, thereby forming a network of interactions be-
tween them.

The over-represented pathway found for Boran’s spleen tissue is related to the
activation of genes during the proliferation by transcription factors POU5F1,
SOX2, and NANOG. This pathway is also associated with the downstream
processes related to self-renewal and pleuripotency in embryonic stem cells
[143, 144] which appears to be the normal function of spleen tissue in mam-
mals.

Circadian clock related pathways in Table 3.4 can be categorised as the most
prominent pathways in the spleen tissue due to the circadian control of splenic
macrophages and B-cell development [107, 145] (see Figure 3.4). In partic-
ular, these pathways are essential in the context of the trypanotolerance of
N’Dama, since circadian regulation of immune responses are controlled at
various levels in mammals [31, 73]. Fundamentally, as reported in previ-
ous studies [22, 25, 26, 146], MAPK family signalling cascades have been
demonstrated to play critical roles in immune response through the produc-
tion of pro-inflammatory cytokines in macrophages, suggesting their role in
host defense against T. congolense in N’Dama [22, 25, 26, 146]. Another
striking pathway (in Table 3.4 and Figure 3.4) is related to the regulation
of lipid metabolism by PPARA, which strongly establishes the relationship
of spleen tissue with cholesterol metabolism in trypanotolerant N’Dama.
Splenomegaly and hypocholesteraemia [67], being clinical signs of AAT, are
indications of high workload of the reticuloendothelial system [147, 148] for
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Table 3.4: Significantly over-represented pathways found for the spleen
tissue of Boran and N’Dama (p-adjusted < 0.05).

Spleen
Pathway name Hit names Adjusted p-value

Boran
POU5F1 (OCT4), SOX2, NANOG activate genes related to proliferation Pou5f1, Stat3 0.0034

N’Dama
Oxidative Stress Induced Senescence Fos, Jun 0.0033
BMAL1:CLOCKNPAS2 activates circadian gene expression Dbp, Ppara 0.0052
MAPK6/MAPK4 signaling Foxo1, Jun 0.0052
Signaling by NOTCH3 Hes1, Pbx1 0.0052
Cellular responses to stress Fos, Hsf1, Jun 0.0062
Fc epsilon receptor (FCERI) signaling Fos, Jun 0.0067
Cellular responses to external stimuli Fos, Hsf1, Jun 0.0135
MAPK family signaling cascades Foxo1, Jun 0.0166
Circadian Clock Dbp, Ppara 0.0166
Signaling by NOTCH Hes1, Pbx1 0.0203
Generic Transcription Pathway E2f1, Hes1, Sox9, Stat1, Tead1 0.0243
Cellular Senescence Fos, Jun 0.0243
RNA Polymerase II Transcription E2f1, Hes1, Sox9, Stat1, Tead1 0.0350
Regulation of lipid metabolism by Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor alpha (PPARalpha) PPara, Rxra 0.0432

the parasite clearance in the blood. This pathway could be controlling the
AAT conditions of splenomegaly and hypocholesteraemia in trypanotoler-
ant N’Dama.

3.4.2.3 Over-represented pathways found for lymph node tissue

I identified 29 and 5 unique significantly over-represented pathways for
lymph node tissue of Boran and N’Dama, respectively(see Table 3.5 and
Figure 3.2c).

Inspection of Table 3.5 shows that I obtained a list of immune-related path-
ways for the lymph node tissue of Boran, suggesting the activation of im-
mune cells in response to trypanosome infection. The toll-like receptor- and
MyD88-related signalling pathways, being the major pathways for pathogen
recognition in the innate immune system, have been reported as activated
after protozoan infection [149]. Furthermore, activation of MAPK family sig-
nalling cascades, cytokine signalling, Fc epsilon RI signalling, interleukin-17
(IL-17) and interleukin-1 (IL-1) signalling strongly suggest that the inflam-
matory responses are following the cytokine production in response to T.
congolense infection in Boran, as reported in previous studies [22, 26, 150].
Conversely, it seems quite possible that few pathways are under the manip-
ulation of the parasite leading to the hyperproduction of proinflammatory
cytokines resulting in catastrophic inflammation of host cells in Boran, es-
pecially involving MYC (see Figure 3.5). Particularly CD4+ T cells, which
secrete IL-17, are reported in autoimmunity wherein IL-17 development is
promoted by cytokines IL-1 and TGF-β [151]. The autoimmune phenomena
of Boran result in the chronic destruction of own cells mainly leading to se-
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Figure 3.4: Gene-pathway network: Network representing the association
between the over-represented pathways and transcription factors, especially
DBP, depicted for the liver, spleen and lymph node tissue of N’Dama. Orange
coloured ellipses in the network represent the transcription factor genes and
yellow coloured rhombuses indicate the over-represented pathways. The tran-
scription factors are connected to the pathways, thereby forming a network
of interactions between them.

Table 3.5: Significantly over-represented pathways found for the lymph
node tissue of Boran and N’Dama (p-adjusted < 0.05).

Lymph node
Pathway name Hit names Adjusted p-value

Boran
MAP kinase activation in TLR cascade Atf1, Atf2, Fos, Jun, Nfkb1 2.37∗10−8

Interleukin-17 signaling Atf1, Atf2, Fos, Jun, Nfkb1 1.83 ×10−7

MAPK targets/ Nuclear events mediated by MAP kinases Atf1, Atf2, Fos, Jun 3.66×10−7

MyD88 cascade initiated on plasma membrane Atf1, Atf2, Fos, Jun, Nfkb1 5.54×10−7

MyD88 dependent cascade initiated on endosome Atf1, Atf2, Fos, Jun, Nfkb1 7.62×10−7

MyD88:Mal cascade initiated on plasma membrane Atf1, Atf2, Fos, Jun, Nfkb1 1.03×10−6

MyD88-independent TLR4 cascade Atf1, Atf2, Fos, Jun, Nfkb1 2.27×10−6

Toll Like Receptor 3 (TLR3) Cascade Atf1, Atf2, Fos, Jun, Nfkb1 2.88×10−6

Toll-Like Receptors Cascades Atf1, Atf2, Fos, Jun, Nfkb1 4.39×10−5

MAPK6/MAPK4 signaling Foxo1, Jun, Myc 4.66×10−4

Innate Immune System Atf1, Atf2, Fos, Jun, Ltf, Nfkb1 9.27×10−4

Signaling by Interleukins Atf1, Atf2, Fos, Jun, Nfkb1, Stat1, Stat3 0.0010
PTEN Regulation Atf2, Jun 0.0016
MAPK family signaling cascades Foxo1, Jun, Myc 0.0028
Oxidative Stress Induced Senescence Fos, Jun 0.0069
Cytokine Signaling in Immune system Atf1, Atf2, Fos, Jun, Nfkb1, Stat1, Stat3 0.0081
Fc epsilon receptor (FCERI) signaling Fos, Jun 0.0138
PIP3 activates AKT signaling Atf2, Jun 0.0154
Transcriptional activity of SMAD2/SMAD3:SMAD4 heterotrimer Myc, Smad4 0.0171
NGF signalling via TRKA from the plasma membrane Atf1, Stat3 0.0171
Intracellular signaling by second messengers Atf2, Jun 0.0189
Immune System Atf1, Atf2, Fos, Jun, Ltf, Nfkb1, Relb, Stat1, Stat3 0.0241
Transcriptional regulation by the AP-2 (TFAP2) family of transcription factors Mybl2, Myc 0.0311
Generic Transcription Pathway E2f1, Mybl2, Myc, Smad4, Sox9, Stat1 0.0338
Mitotic G2-G2/M phases Foxm1, Mybl2 0.0381
Mitotic G1-G1/S phases E2f1, Mybl2 0.0381
Interleukin-1 family signaling Nfkb1, Stat3 0.0430
Signaling by TGF-beta Receptor Complex Myc, Smad4 0.0456
Cellular Senescence Fos, Jun 0.0482
N’Dama
POU5F1 (OCT4), SOX2, NANOG activate genes related to proliferation Pou5f1, Stat3 0.0042
BMAL1:CLOCK, NPAS2 activates circadian gene expression Dbp, Ppara 0.0078
Circadian Clock Dbp, Ppara 0.0244
Factors involved in megakaryocyte development and platelet production Irf1, Irf2 0.0354
Interleukin-12 family signaling Stat1, Stat3 0.0375
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Figure 3.5: Gene-pathway network: Network representing the association
between the over-represented pathways and transcription factors especially
MYC, depicted for the lymph node tissue of Boran. Orange coloured ellipses
in the network represent the transcription factor genes and yellow coloured
rhombuses indicate the over-represented pathways. The transcription factors
are connected to the pathways, thereby forming a network of interactions
between them.

vere anaemia. Moreover, the major immune-related MAPK family signalling
cascade has been demonstrated as the targeted pathway for manipulation by
T. congolense in the host to escape the host immune responses [150].

For the lymph node tissue of N’Dama, two circadian clock related pathways
have been found over-represented as shown in Table 3.5 and Figure 3.4, im-
plicating the functioning of the immune system intimate accordance with the
circadian clock as reported in several studies [31, 33, 152, 153]. Important
functional aspects of the immune responses such as phagocytosis, antigen pre-
sentation and immune regulation are regulated by the circadian clock [107],
suggesting the circadian control of immunity against T. congolense infection
in trypanotolerant N’Dama. Furthermore, interleukin-12 family signalling
harbors IL-12, which is mainly leading to IFN-γ production which has been
reported to be responsible for resistance to trypanosomiasis [154, 155]. Re-
markably, deletion of IL-12 in T. b. brucei and T. evansi infection models
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Figure 3.6: Expression of DBP. The red line in the plot corresponds to
Boran whereas the green line corresponds to the breed N’Dama. In the early
timepoints, expression of DBP reaches a peak in Boran and then starts to
drop down. After the timepoint 5, the curve again increases slightly and at
the later stages, it falls down again. On the other hand, the expression of
DBP in N’Dama steadily drops until the timepoint 5, then it gradually in-
creases.

has resulted in the deficient IFN-γ production required for controlling para-
sitaemia [154], emphasizing the critical role of interleukin-12 family signalling
in establishing resistance to AAT in N’Dama.

3.4.2.4 Analysis of Gene Expression Profiles of Dbp and Myc

Taking the liver tissue into account, the microarray data set consisted of gene
expression profiles for nine timepoints namely day 0, days 12, 15, 18, 21, 26,
29, 32, and 35. Emphasizing the crucial roles of the two master regulators
DBP and MYC, I was interested in additionally investigating the changes
in gene expression pattern of DBP and MYC of Boran and N’Dama during
the disease progression. Interestingly, I observed slight antagonistic patterns
of gene expression at different stages of the AAT disease, although both of
these genes are not differentially expressed.

The expression of DBP is abruptly declining for Boran from timepoint 2 (see
Figure 3.6). Then, DBP increases its expression slightly and again declines
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Figure 3.7: Expression of MYC. The red line in the plot corresponds to
Boran whereas the green line corresponds to the breed N’Dama. In the early
timepoints, expression of MYC decreases in both Boran and N’Dama. At the
later stage, the expression of MYC increases for Boran whereas it decreases
for N’Dama.

towards the later stages.

In contrast, the expression of DBP shows an increasing trend towards the
later stages in N’Dama, despite the continuous steady decrease in its expres-
sion at earlier timepoints. It might be important to consider the expression
of DBP during the later stages of the disease progression. AAT could be
exhibiting similar effect in both cattle breeds during the earlier timepoints of
infection. On the other hand, the expression of MYC seems quite clear for
Boran with increasing tendency at the later timepoints (as shown in Figure
3.7). Whereas for N’Dama, MYC decreases its expression at several time-
points. These minor changes could be greatly contributing to susceptibility
or tolerance mechanisms of both cattle breeds.

3.5 Discussion

African Animal Trypanosomiasis (AAT) is a vector-borne disease spread
through the tsetse fly by carrying pathogenic African trypanosomes in its
saliva. Clinical signs such as anaemia, hepatomegaly and splenomegaly are
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displayed in the cattle during the course of the AAT disease, which gradually
progresses in multiple steps. Based on its signs, the AAT disease shows a
multi-stage progression process in the body of the animal. Previous studies
have pointed out that the consideration of monotonic expression patterns
of genes (MEGs) could reflect the stage-by-stage progression of the disease
[47, 156]. Thus, we analysed several MEG sets in this study to identify master
regulators which govern the transcriptional machinery of tissue-specific gene
expression and thus influencing trypanosusceptibility and trypanotolerance
of the breeds Boran and N’Dama, respectively. For this purpose, the consid-
eration of the three tissues, liver, spleen, and lymph nodes are quintessential
since they are the primary target sites of trypanosome infection. Inextri-
cably, these tissues play crucial roles in generating host immune responses
especially by increasing the number of macrophages, which results in the
production of pro-inflammatory cytokines [9, 146].
Remarkably, our findings suggest that the master regulators DBP and MYC
identified for liver and lymph node tissues, appear to be greatly influencing
the genetic programs for trypanosusceptibility and trypanotolerance mecha-
nisms in Boran and N’Dama. Notably, DBP could be supporting the regula-
tion of immune responses [27, 31, 73, 152, 157] because of its function in the
circadian oscillatory mechanism [104] thereby establishing trypanotolerance
in N’Dama. On the other hand, MYC has been reported to be responsible
for the disruption of the circadian clock in cancer cells [158, 159, 160], eluci-
dating the possibility of a dysfunctional circadian rhythm in Boran. Further-
more, MYC has gained its importance as it directly programs inflammation
and immune suppression [95], which are constantly reported conditions in
trypanosome-infected Boran.
Kupffer cells, the largest immune cell population of macrophages resident
in the liver tissue, play a critical role in the mononuclear phagocytic system
mounting the first line of immune response to foreign antigens [161]. Immune
responses in the liver tissue depend on the activation state of macrophages
[161, 162]. M1 and M2 polarization of macrophages are known as two ex-
tremes in which M1 (classically activated) is characterised by expression of
high pro-inflammatory cytokines and M2 (alternatively activated) by high
anti-inflammatory cytokines [162, 163]. Surprisingly, all three master regula-
tors MYC, E2F1 and PPARG identified for the liver tissue of Boran in this
study, have been reported as the regulators necessary for M2-like polarization
of macrophages [164], which could be an advantage for the trypanosomes to
increase their survival inside the host’s body, and thereby contributing to
enhanced parasitaemia in Boran.
In order to gain more mechanistic insights and to discover novel biological
functions underlying the AAT disease progression of both breeds, the investi-
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gation of over-represented pathways based on the MEG sets of tissues is cru-
cial. Based on pathway analysis, we obtained a number of over-represented
pathways (see Supplementary Table S2), several of which are in agreement
with the results of previous studies [22, 26, 150] and are activated due to
trypanosome infection in both breeds. Remarkably, the majority of these
pathways were found to be common for both cattle breeds, while few of
them are unique and breed-specific which could provide an important clue
for distinguishing the biological processes controlling the mechanisms under-
lying trypanosusceptibility or trypanotolerance of the cattle breeds. Conse-
quently, we focused in this study on outlining the potential roles of breed-
specific unique pathways (see Tables 3.3–3.5) in association with the level
of trypanotolerance in the respective cattle breeds. Although we reported
the major immune-related pathways in Boran, these pathways could be lead-
ing to inflammation due to hyperproduction of pro-inflammatory cytokines
in the host cells [165], thereby contributing to susceptibility of this breed.
Despite the activation of immune signalling pathways, dysregulation causes
the death of infected animals, especially dysregulated cytokine networks and
overproduction of inflammatory cytokines (hallmark of African Trypanoso-
miasis) [146]. Contrarily, circadian clock related pathways (see Figure 3.4),
interleukin-12 family signalling, regulation of lipid metabolism, and MAPK
family signalling cascades might be properly regulated in N’Dama, indicating
the underlying mechanism for trypanotolerance in N’Dama during the AAT
disease. Especially, the pathways related to the circadian clock bolster our
previous findings [27] in highlighting the important role of DBP and circa-
dian rhythm in the coordination of the immune responses in trypanotolerant
breed N’Dama.
Today it is well-known that the knowledge about master regulators is funda-
mental since they greatly control the TFs and the related genes [166, 167].
Further, it is also pivotal to understand the regulatory network of TFs that
cooperatively regulate a large number of genes during a disease process [168].
In our previous study [27], by analysing the promoter regions of the MEGs, we
reported the importance of several TFs and their preferential partner choices
elucidating their roles during the AAT disease progression. The consideration
of TFs and their cooperations only provides the information regarding the
first level of the transcriptional regulatory hierarchy [168]. However, for gain-
ing a proper understanding of the disease progress in both breeds, it is still
necessary to establish the hierarchy of the transcriptomic regulation in order
to identify the master regulators [166, 167, 168]. Thus, our main objective in
this study was to identify the master regulators together with signal trans-
duction pathways associated with the AAT disease as potential drug targets,
to complement our previous study [27]. Our current study provides a com-
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bined knowledge along with our previous findings. On one hand, it evidently
indicates that DBP functions more as a master regulator of the circadian
clock in peripheral tissues, supporting the trypanotolerance mechanisms in
the cattle breed N’Dama. On the other hand, our analysis remarkably leads
to the identification of novel master regulator MYC in association with the
trypanosusceptibility mechanism of Boran.

Taken together, the systematic investigation of the upstream master regula-
tors and over-represented pathways governing the regulatory mechanisms of
the trypanotolerance level of two cattle breeds could provide novel mechanis-
tic insights into the tissue- and breed-specific genetic programs. In particular,
we identified MYC and DBP (as represented in Figures 3.3–3.5) as poten-
tial discriminators between the two cattle breeds, trypanosusceptible Boran
and trypanotolerant N’Dama, which are likely to be promising therapeutic
targets for future works and for the selective breeding of this trait.
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4.1 Abstract

African Animal Trypanosomiasis (AAT) is a neglected tropical disease and
spreads by the vector tsetse fly, which carries the infectious Trypanosoma
sp. in their saliva. Particularly, this parasitic disease affects the health of
livestock, thereby imposing economic constraints on farmers, costing billions
of dollars every year, especially in sub-Saharan African countries. Mainly
considering the AAT disease as a multistage progression process, we previ-
ously performed upstream analysis to identify transcription factors (TFs),
their co-operations, over-represented pathways and master regulators. How-
ever, downstream analysis, including effectors, corresponding gene expression
profiles and their association with the regulatory SNPs (rSNPs), has not yet
been established. Therefore, in this study, we aim to investigate the complex
interplay of rSNPs, corresponding gene expression and downstream effectors
with regard to the AAT disease progression based on two cattle breeds: try-
panosusceptible Boran and trypanotolerant N’Dama. Our findings provide
mechanistic insights into the effectors involved in the regulation of several sig-
nal transduction pathways, thereby differentiating the molecular mechanism
with regard to the immune responses of the cattle breeds. The effectors and
their associated genes (especially MAPKAPK5, CSK, DOK2, RAC1 and
DNMT1 ) could be promising drug candidates as they orchestrate various
downstream regulatory cascades in both cattle breeds.

4.2 Introduction

Trypanosomiasis is a deadly neglected tropical disease that affects the health
of several mammalian species, including cattle, horses and humans. When
it affects the health of humans, this disease is commonly known as ‘sleeping
sickness’ [1]. On the other hand, African Animal Trypanosomiasis (AAT),
also known as nagana (which means ’useless’ in the Zulu language), affects
the health of livestock and it is spread by the tsetse fly carrying salivarian
trypanosomes [2, 3, 4]. It prevails extensively in 40 sub-Saharan African coun-
tries and accounts for huge economic losses to farmers, particularly affecting
meat and milk production [5, 6]. Therefore, it has gained socio-economic im-
portance as it retards the agricultural development of several regions in those
areas [7]. Particularly, AAT is caused by different Trypanosoma species, in-
cluding Trypanosoma congolense, Trypanosoma vivax and Trypanosoma bru-
cei spp. [7]. Out of them, Trypanosoma congolense is regarded as the most
serious pathogen for livestock. In humans, these unicellular protozoans cause
various diseases; for example, T. brucei causes sleeping sickness, which alters
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the sleep-wake cycle by interfering the circadian rhythm [8, 9], whereas T.
cruzi causes Chagas disease or American trypanosomiasis [10, 11].
Trypanosomes infect a wide range of hosts and are transmitted into the blood-
stream of the mammalian host [12, 13, 14, 15]. When the tsetse fly transmits
the trypanosomes into the body of the cattle, the parasite first infects the
skin resulting in the lesions due to local host immune responses. Afterwards,
it enters the blood circulation via lymphatic vessels [16, 17, 18, 19]. Im-
portant symptoms primarily observed in animals after being infected with
the most pathogenic T. congolense include anaemia, loss of body conditions,
thrombocytopenia [20], lymphopenia, immunosuppression [21, 22, 23] and
other secondary infections [24].
Few West African cattle breeds like N’Dama can control the development of
the disease AAT, in contrast to the other breeds such as Boran [25]. As a
trait, trypanotolerance is the ability to control parasitemia (development of
parasites) and the associated anaemia [12, 13, 14, 15]. Harnessing the genetic
potential of trypanotolerant breeds like N’Dama, recent studies [26, 27, 28,
29] have focussed on investigating the trait of trypanotolerance.
Mainly considering the trait of trypanotolerance, several researchers [29, 30,
31, 32, 33, 34, 35] have performed different types of analysis based on ei-
ther gene expression data sets or genotype × phenotype data sets from
the cattle breeds, namely trypanosusceptible Boran and trypanotolerant
N’Dama (for a short overview, see [26, 36]). Among these previous stud-
ies [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35], especially, Hanotte et al. [32] performed
genome-wide analyses and identified genomic regions to reveal the genetic
differences between the cattle breeds related to the trait of trypanotolerance.
In this regard, Noyes et al. [30] analysed the gene expression dataset to iden-
tify differentially expressed genes that responded to trypanosome infection to
differentiate between the susceptible and tolerant cattle breeds. To this end,
Mekonnen et al. [29] investigated the genetic background of N’Dama along
with other cattle breeds. Moreover, O’Gorman et al. [34] and Gautier et al.
[35] conducted the genetic and expression analyses to identify the significant
chromosomal regions which could affect the susceptibility/tolerance of the
cattle breeds.
To decipher the underlying regulatory mechanisms determining trypanosus-
ceptibility/trypanotolerance of these cattle breeds, we have recently analysed
a time-series gene expression data set of the two cattle breeds [37, 38]. Par-
ticularly, by considering the AAT disease development as a multi-stage pro-
gression process, we investigated Monotonically Expressed Genes (MEGs)
to capture the complete progression process of the disease. As a result of
our previous studies [37, 38], we reported several transcription factors (TFs),
their co-operations and master regulators governing the upstream molecular
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mechanism during the infection. Despite the rich literature on this disease,
there is still a need for further investigation of genetic mechanisms of the
regulatory processes addressing the complex interplay between regulatory
SNPs, their corresponding gene expression and the downstream effectors in
association with the AAT disease.
Recent progress in molecular biology created the opportunity to use heterolo-
gous animal models to investigate complex traits and genetics underlying the
disease mechanisms [39, 40, 41]. Remarkably, integratomics is fast becoming
the latest trend in omics research while integrating a variety of omics data
(such as genomic, transcriptomic and proteomic data), irrespective of the
species [42]. Access to genome sequences of species like cattle unlocked the
potential for integrating transcriptomic and genomic data. The information
about effectors, which are end products located several steps downstream and
regulate the functioning of multiple signal transduction pathways, is pivotal
for understanding the complex molecular mechanisms such as the response of
the cell to an extracellular pathogen. In silico study of the candidate, MEGs
were undertaken to identify the novel trypanotolerance-associated rSNPs and
downstream effectors. The candidate MEGs from our analysis of effectors
were analysed for their gene expression profiles.
To address this missing point of previous studies, we applied an integratomics
approach to study the complex interplay of biological processes orchestrated
by rSNPs, genes and downstream effectors during the AAT disease progres-
sion. For this purpose, we performed integrated systems biology and bioin-
formatics approaches while incorporating the transcriptomic data [30] and
genomic data from the 1000 Bull Genome Project [43] for both cattle breeds.
To examine the combinatorial interplay, we firstly identified the regulatory
SNPs (rSNPs), which are located in the promoter regions of the MEGs and
which, as per definition, exert a strong influence on the binding affinity of
the TFs either by the deletion or the creation (gain/loss) of a transcription
factor binding site (TFBS) [44, 45, 46]. In accordance with previous studies
on the rSNPs [47, 48], it is today well-known that the rSNPs based on their
consequences can influence and change individual steps of gene expression.
Subsequently, we extracted for each tissue (liver, spleen and lymph node)
the MEGs harbouring the regulatory SNPs in their promoters by manually
studying their gene expression profiles during the AAT disease progression.
Finally, we explored the corresponding downstream effectors that have a pro-
nounced effect on the activation and regulation of a multitude of downstream
signalling pathways. Taken together, our findings provide a multifaceted
glimpse of (i) the regulatory SNPs governing the susceptibility/tolerance
mechanism of the cattle breeds; (ii) downstream effectors associated with
the MEGs harbouring rSNPs, and their biological and immune-related func-
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tions, which could potentially distinguish the susceptibility/tolerance mech-
anism of cattle breeds to AAT disease; (iii) deciphering novel hypotheses and
potential targets for breeding goals and therapeutic implications.

4.3 Materials and Methods

In this section, we illustrate an overview of the analyses to highlight the
difference between our previous studies [37, 38] and the current study. Si-
multaneously this overview shows how this present study is complementing
our previous studies. Figure 4.1 outlines the overview of our analyses.

Figure 4.1: Overview of analyses. Our first computational study (middle
box in blue-dotted lines) highlighted the transcription factor co-operations
associated with the AAT disease progression [37]. In our second study (top
box in black dashed lines), we performed an upstream analysis to detect
master regulators and over-represented upstream pathways related to AAT
[38]. In the current study (bottom box in red dashed lines), we focus on the
downstream analysis to decipher the complex interplay of regulatory SNPs
(rSNPs), their related gene expression and their corresponding downstream
effectors which regulate a multitude of signal transduction pathways during
the AAT disease progression.
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4.3.1 Monotonically Expressed Genes

In this study, we investigate the complex interplay of regulatory SNPs
(rSNPs), the related gene expression and their corresponding downstream
effectors.
A time series microarray data set, originally published by Noyes et al.
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/, accession no. E-MEXP-1778) [30], has
been analysed in [37] to identify the Monotonically Expressed Genes (MEGs),
which are expressed either with increasing or decreasing pattern during a bi-
ological process or a disease. The data set consisted of the gene expression
recordings from three tissues (liver, spleen and lymph node) of two cattle
breeds: trypanotolerant N’Dama and trypanosuceptible Boran. In this ex-
periment, tissue harvest was performed on day 0, 21 and 35 day 21 and day
35. Only for the liver tissue, samples were collected at additional time points
such as day 12, 15, 18, 26, 29 and 32 day 12, day 15, day 18, day 26, day 29,
and day 32.
We use these identified MEGs in our further analysis. The numbers of MEGs
are provided in Table 4.1 and the lists of MEGs are provided as Supplemen-
tary File S1.

Table 4.1: Numbers of statistically significant Monotonically Expressed
Genes in ascending and descending order for liver-, spleen- and lymph node-
tissues for the cattle breeds Boran and N’Dama.

Boran N’Dama
Ascending Descending Ascending Descending

Liver 741 308 757 124
Spleen 669 126 13 139
Lymph node 87 5 119 114

4.3.2 Genotype data

The genotype-phenotype data set of the cattle breeds Boran and N’Dama
used in this study are a part from the 1000 Bull Genomes Project [43].
The genotype data contains for 23 animals (11 Boran and 12 N’Dama) 783,
637 variants that are located in the promoter regions covering from -1000 bp
to 0 bp relative to the transcription start sites of the MEGs. Furthermore,
we considered the resistance of the cattle breed as qualitative phenotype and
assigned ’0’ and ’1’ to represent the disease phenotypes for resistance and
susceptibility, respectively. Similar to our previous studies [46, 49], for the
purpose of quality control, filtering of genotype data was then carried out in
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order to remove the SNPs with a minor allele frequency (MAF) less than 0.1,
call rate less than 0.95 and which significantly deviated from Hardy–Weinberg
Equilibrium (p < 1× 10-8). After this filtering, the data set contained about
19,330 SNPs and 23 animals for further analyses. We performed a Genome-
Wide Association analysis using PLINK 1.9 software [50]. The genotype-
phenotype association was evaluated with PLINK by chi-squared allelic test.
As suggested by Heinrich et al. [46], we used the false discovery rate (FDR)
of 0.1 to control the type I error rate.

4.3.3 Identification of regulatory SNPs

In previous studies [44, 46], a SNP is defined to be a regulatory SNP (rSNP)
if it is located in the promoter region of a gene and if it affects the binding
affinity of one or more transcription factors (TFs) to their respective binding
sites which leads to the gain/loss of TFBSs. According to the rSNP detection
pipeline, we extracted the flanking sequence of ±25 bp for each selected SNP.
Finally, we scanned the flanking sequences of the SNPs for both alternate
and reference alleles using the MATCHTM program [51] and thus classified a
SNP as rSNP if it leads to gain and/or loss of a TFBS.

4.3.4 Finding the Effectors

Taking the rSNPs into account, we filtered the list of MEGs under study
which harbour at least one rSNP within their promoter. Using the filtered
list of MEGs for each tissue individually, we employed the systems biology
platform geneXplain [52] in order to identify the effector molecules. Effec-
tors are important signalling molecules that are end products located several
steps downstream and regulate the functioning of a multitude of signalling
cascades. With regard to AAT disease, the knowledge about the effectors
could provide promising information to decipher their complex interplay with
rSNPs and the corresponding MEGs. The identification of effectors was per-
formed using the ’Effector search’ function on the geneXplain platform, which
utilises the TRANSPATH® database [53] for searching the downstream ef-
fectors regulated by the input set of MEGs.

4.4 Results and Discussion

By analysing regulatory SNPs (rSNPs), the related gene expression profiles
of MEGs and their associated downstream effectors, we established their
complex interplay involved in the AAT disease progression for both cattle
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breeds. For this purpose, we firstly performed a genome-wide association
analysis and obtained 19,330 significant SNPs, out of which 1849 SNPs have
been further classified as rSNPs.
Uncovering disease-related SNPs is recently gaining utmost importance as
they can have an impact on the disease progression and also on how the
infected individual responds to the infection [54, 55, 56, 57, 58]. In par-
ticular, rSNPs are of great interest as they could be causal and thus alter
the protein-DNA interaction. Afterwards, considering the MEGs of interest,
which harbour at least one rSNP in their promoter regions, we created for
each tissue a filtered list of monotonically expressed genes. Finally, using
these lists of MEGs obtained for each tissue (liver, spleen and lymph node)
for both cattle breeds, we identified the downstream effectors to investigate
further the underlying molecular mechanisms that orchestrate differences in
the level of tolerance of the cattle breeds to AAT. The numbers of rSNPs
and MEGs of interest are given in Tables 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. The list
of respective rSNPs and MEGs are provided as Supplementary Files S2 and
S3.

Table 4.2: Numbers of regulatory SNPs found for liver-, spleen- and lymph
node-tissues for the cattle breeds Boran and N’Dama.

Boran N’Dama
Gain of TFBS Loss of TFBS Gain of TFBS Loss of TFBS

Liver 365 403 342 385
Spleen 152 154 3 8
Lymph node 10 12 3 12

Table 4.3: Numbers of MEGs under study harboring at least one rSNP
in their promoter region, for liver-, spleen- and lymph node-tissues for the
cattle breeds Boran and N’Dama.

Boran N’Dama
Liver 194 102
Spleen 157 9
Lymph node 13 5
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4.4.1 Identification of Downstream Effectors

We employed the “Effector Search” algorithm from the geneXplain platform
[52] using the tissue-based MEG sets of interest for the computational iden-
tification of downstream effectors. From this analysis, we obtained a total
of 18 effectors that are unique for the breeds and the three tissues (given
in Table 4.4). Remarkably, the effectors obtained are completely different
between the susceptible and tolerant cattle breeds.

Table 4.4: Downstream effectors obtained for liver-, spleen- and lymph
node-tissues for the cattle breeds Boran and N’Dama.

Cattle breed Tissue Effectors
Boran Liver Itk:Lck:PLCgamma1:SLP-76
Boran Liver PKCdelta
Boran Liver SRF
Boran Spleen histone H3:DNA-PKcs
Boran Spleen p53:HEXIM1
Boran Spleen HEXIM1:p53
Boran Lymph node LIMPII:Prpf8
Boran Lymph node VICKZ3:Prpf8
Boran Lymph node SNRPGP15:Prpf8
N’Dama Liver CHTOG:h3f3a
N’Dama Liver p85alpha
N’Dama Liver TFII-I
N’Dama Spleen LYZL2-isoform2:LRP11
N’Dama Spleen PON 2-isoform1:LRP11
N’Dama Spleen WSX-1:LRP11
N’Dama Lymph node Ssu72
N’Dama Lymph node MTMR4
N’Dama Lymph node Clathrin LCb

4.4.2 Downstream Effectors for Liver Tissue

The analysis of the MEGs for the liver tissue resulted in the detection of three
effectors for Boran (namely SRF, PKCδ and a complex of proteins ITK, LCK,
PLCγ and SLP76) and N’Dama (p85α, chTOG:H3F3A and TF2-1).
Serum response factor (c-fos serum response element-binding transcription
factor) is a transcription factor belonging to the MADS (MCM1, Agamous,
Deficiens and SRF) box superfamily. It is mainly involved in the regula-
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tion of immediate-early genes and takes part in important cellular processes
like cell differentiation, cell growth and apoptosis. The gene encoding this
protein serves as the major target for several signalling pathways, in par-
ticular, the mitogen-activated protein kinase pathway (MAPK) that plays
a significant role in the immune surveillance mechanism supporting the try-
panosome infection [59]. Therefore, the SRF protein could be directing the
immune evasion, thereby assisting susceptibility of the cattle breed in AAT
disease progression.
The second effector, PKCδ, found in Boran’s liver tissue, has been reported
as the marker of inflammation and plays an essential role in tuberculosis
disease progression in humans [60]. This could be an important hint for the
AAT disease progression in the susceptible cattle breed Boran. Moreover,
the third effector consists of four proteins, namely ITK, SLP 76, LCK and
PLCγ1. Inducible T-cell kinase (ITK) belongs to the Tec family of non-
receptor tyrosine kinases, which are expressed in immune cells like mast cells
and T cells. It plays a critical role in T-lymphocyte development and func-
tioning and is involved in regulating T-cell receptor signalling. Furthermore,
it is activated with respect to antigen receptors, for example, T-cell receptor
stimulation [61, 62, 63]. It is reported to be important for the replication of
the virus inside the infected host cells [64], elucidating its role in supporting
the pathogen infection in AAT. SH2-domain-containing leukocyte protein of
76 kDa (SLP 76) is one of the key adaptor proteins expressed only in the
haematopoietic part of the immune cells such as monocyte, granulocyte and
T lymphocyte lineage [65]. The protein SLP 76 plays a crucial role in the reg-
ulation of several signalling cascades [66]. Additionally, its expression is reg-
ulated during T cell maturation and activation [65]. This demonstrates the
close association of the protein SLP 76 with the haematopoiesis and genera-
tion of immune responses relating to anaemia in AAT disease, an important
hallmark of AAT. The association of LCK (lymphocyte-specific cytoplasmic
protein-tyrosine kinase) to CD4 and CD8 is necessary for antigen-specific T
cell development and activation [67]. Of particular interest, phospholipase C
gamma 1 (PLCγ1) signalling is important for several physiological processes
like cell differentiation [68, 69].
In our analysis, we found an effector as a complex of chTOG and H3F3A for
the liver tissue of N’Dama. The chTOG is a human TOG protein, reported
as a mitotic error correction factor playing an important role in accurate
chromosome segregation during cell division [70]. Further, H3F3A belongs
to the group of basic nuclear histone proteins supporting the structure of
the chromosome, thereby maintaining the genome integrity [71]. Another
effector, TF2-1, found in the liver tissue of N’Dama, is a non-infectious and
intracellular retrotransposon [72]. However, both of these effectors were not
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illustrated in relation to host-pathogen interaction, and thus, their potential
roles in AAT disease progression are not studied. On the other hand, the
third effector p85 α, is an adapter subunit of heterodimer phosphatidylinos-
itol 3-kinase, which is involved in the production of phospholipids. By inter-
acting with other proteins such as p110 α and PTEN, p85 α could regulate
the PI3K pathway either in a positive or negative manner [73]. Due to the
importance of the phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) signalling pathway
in many diseases [74], the regulatory activity of p85 α is gaining importance
in response to infections as well. This demonstrates the role of p85 α dur-
ing AAT infection, which might play a crucial part in trypanotolerance of
N’Dama by maintaining the lipid synthesis in the host’s liver intact without
interruption from the pathogenic attack.

4.4.3 Downstream Effectors for Spleen

The analysis of the effectors for spleen tissue unravelled p53:HEXIM1,
HEXIM1:p53 and histone H3:DNA-PKcs for Boran and LYZL2 isoform
2:LRP11, PON-2 isoform 1:LRP11 and WSX-1:LRP11 for N’Dama.
The first two effectors are a complex of two proteins: HEXIM1 and p53. Hex-
amethylene bisacetamide-inducible protein 1 (HEXIM1) protein encoded by
HEXIM1 is known for its role in the regulation of gene expression, especially
with regard to innate immunity [75]. Particularly, it has been reported in
the Trypanosoma cruzi infection, in association with splenomegaly in the
Hexim1+/− mice. It was shown how the downregulation of HEXIM1 pro-
tects the host against T. cruzi infection [76]. This hints at the functioning
of HEXIM1 during the infection process by increasing inflammation. An-
other part of the protein complex, p53, identified for the spleen tissue, acts
as a tumour suppressor protein in humans, therefore called as “guardian of
the genome” [77, 78]. In recent studies, it has been demonstrated that p53
regulates inflammation [79] which is highly associated with AAT. Especially
in a study involving bacterial infection [80], deletion or inhibition of p53 re-
sulted in the clearance of extracellular bacteria, which reveals the regulatory
role of p53 in the defence against extracellular pathogens establishing the
modulation of microbicidal function. Another effector found in the spleen
tissue, DNA Protein Kinase, has been reported for its roles in regulating
metabolic pathways, particularly in fatty acid synthesis [81]. It is one of
the key players responding to DNA damage and in IRF-3-dependent innate
immunity [82]. Especially, DNA Damage Response PK has been studied
as a driver in evading host immunity [83] and in developmental transitions
occurring between the vector and the host [84]. This effector could play a
role in immune evasion, thereby supporting the trypanosome infection and
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increasing the susceptibility of Boran.
For the spleen tissue of N’Dama, the identified effectors, including LYZL2 iso-
form 2, PON2 isoform 1 and WSX1 are complexes of LRP11 protein. LRP11
plays a key role in the development of stress responses in mice, as suggested
by Xu et al. in [85]. It is well-known that through the activation of the
stress response, the host’s body provides energy immediately available for
immune responses against the parasitic infection, therefore benefitting the
host to recover earlier [86]. LYZL2 identified as one of the effectors, exhibits
lysozyme activity, which functions as bacteriolytic factors [87] and they are
mainly involved in the host defence. Their biological function in relation to
parasitic infection has not been largely studied yet. Interestingly, we found
Paraoxonase 2 (PON2) in the spleen tissue of N’Dama, which is an intracellu-
lar membrane protein exerting anti-oxidant functions [88]. Macrophages are
key players against extracellular and intracellular pathogens. In this regard,
PON2 has been studied for their expression in the macrophages [89]. In a
study involving bacterial infection with Pseudomonas aeroginosa, the role of
PON2 in the innate immune defence has been demonstrated [90]. The next
effector, WSX1, is a class I cytokine receptor for IL27 and is predominantly
expressed in lymphoid tissues like the spleen and lymph nodes [91]. Being
the IL27 receptor, WSX1 has been studied to be associated with the IL27
signalling pathway. It is further involved in the regulation of Th1-type adap-
tive immune responses and also of the cells of the innate immune system
[92]. Villarino et al. reported in their study [93] that WSX1 is necessary for
resistance to parasitic infection from Toxoplasma gondii. Particularly, this
could provide an important hint on the functioning of WSX1 in resistance of
N’Dama to AAT disease.

4.4.4 Downstream Effectors for Lymph Node

The analysis of the MEGs of lymph node tissue reveals the effectors, namely
LIMP-2:Prpf8, VICKZ3:Prpf8 and SNRPGP15:Prpf8, for Boran and the ef-
fectors Ssu72, MTMR4, Clathrin LCb for N’Dama. Considering the bio-
logical roles of effector LIMP-2, it is a type III glycoprotein belonging to
the CD36 superfamily of scavenger proteins, facilitating the transport of
the acid hydrolase β-glucocerebrosidase (GC) [94]. This protein provides a
strong connection between cholesterol export and innate immunity [95, 96]
as lipids play crucial roles in the multiplication of the trypanosome infection
cycle. Therefore, the LIMP2 protein might be a strong candidate protein
crucial for establishing the infection, thereby making the cattle breed Boran
susceptible to AAT. Another effector, VICKZ3, for the lymph node issue of
Boran, belongs to the family of RNA binding proteins and is expressed in the
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developing central nervous system [97] during embryogenesis. This group of
proteins are associated with the regulation of RNA and are involved in con-
trolling the cellular processes like proliferation and translational repression
[98]. Furthermore, the effector SNRPGP15 (Small Nuclear Ribonucleopro-
tein G-like protein 15) is a part of the spliceosome, which mainly takes part in
RNA metabolism [99]. Finally, part of the protein complexes of all the three
effectors is pre-mRNA processing factor 8 (Prpf8) is a highly conserved pro-
tein and known for its role in the pre-mRNA splicing process [100]. However,
VICKZ3, SNRPGP15 and PRPF8 have not been largely studied in terms of
host-pathogen interaction; therefore, their potential role in AAT disease pro-
gression is currently unknown. On the other hand, the effectors identified
for the lymph node tissue of N’Dama suggest their crucial roles in immu-
nity, bolstering the host’s defence against the parasite. The effector Ssu72
is a dual protein phosphatase that plays a role in RNA processing. A recent
study has associated the Ssu72 protein in macrophages with the process of
immunometabolism [101], implicating a closer connection between immunity
and trypanotolerance of N’Dama. The next effector, Myotubularin-related
protein 4 (MTMR4), is an intracellular protein that exhibits lipid and pro-
tein phosphatase activities in several cellular functions. Especially MTMR4
is involved in the negative regulation of TGF-β signalling. During the in-
fection of Trypanosoma cruzi, the role of TGF-β has been demonstrated to
inhibit the functioning of immune effector cells and the production of inter-
feron α, thereby resulting in the multiplication of the pathogen [102]. There-
fore, MTMR4 indirectly assists the host in decreasing the pathogen numbers
within the body, supporting the tolerance mechanism of the cattle breed
N’Dama. Another effector, Clathrin, is a cytosolic protein made up of heavy
and light chains. Clathrin light chains (LCb) are important components of
clathrin-coated vesicles, especially necessary to uptake large foreign particles
into the vesicles [103]. This effector found in lymph nodes could represent
the engulfing of infectious parasites during the AAT disease in the body of
N’Dama. In particular, the knowledge of these effectors provides essential
information in distinguishing the downstream events underlying the suscep-
tibility and tolerance mechanisms of the cattle breeds Boran and N’Dama,
respectively. Further validation of the results from the molecular biology end
is necessary to evaluate the biological importance of their functions in the
AAT disease progression as well as to gain a comprehensive understanding
of their roles in susceptibility/tolerance mechanisms of the cattle breeds.
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4.4.5 Gene Expression Profile Analysis of MEGs Har-
bouring rSNPs

Using gene expression profiles, it is possible to gain insights into the differ-
ences in the expression levels under certain cellular conditions. Therefore,
we were additionally interested in the gene expression profiles for the MEGs
of interest to decipher their differentiation between the cattle breeds. For
this purpose, we manually analysed and then annotated the gene expression
profiles of MEGs for each tissue to investigate their expression patterns. A
closer look at these gene expression profiles reveals the distinguishing ex-
pression patterns for five MEGs (namely MAPKAPK5, CSK, DOK2, RAC1
and DNTM1 ) expressed over several time points in the liver tissue of both
breeds Boran and N’Dama (see Supplementary File S4). Interestingly, these
genes are key players in the detection of effectors found in liver tissue (see
Supplementary File S4). Gene expression profiles of other MEGs of inter-
est are provided in Supplementary File S5. Figure 4.2 exemplarily shows
the changes in the gene expression profile of MAPKAPK5 for liver tissue of
both cattle breeds, harbouring rSNPs in its promoter region. Considering
the biological roles, MAPKAPK5 (MAPK Activated Protein Kinase 5), en-
coded by the gene MAPKAPK5, is a serine/threonine protein kinase that
plays a major role in the post-transcriptional regulation of MYC, [104, 105]
which is intimately associated with immune evasion [106]. The protein en-
coded by the gene CSK plays a critical role in the activation of T-cells and
is involved in several pathways, which include the regulation of Src family
kinases [107]. Expression of DOK2 has been reported to regulate the cell
cycle of haematopoietic stem cells. Furthermore, the inactivation of DOK2
also resulted in the aberrant activation of MAP kinase [108], implicating that
their functional loss could exacerbate the AAT disease. The protein encoded
by RAC1 (Rac Family Small GTPase 1) is important in regulating cellular
processes like phagocytosis of apoptotic cells and binds to effector proteins
in their active state [109]. DNMT1 plays a critical part in regulating the im-
mune system and is regarded indispensable for the inhibition of Foxp3+Treg
cells [110].

4.5 Conclusion

Transcription factors are involved in regulating transcription processes by
binding to short DNA sequences called transcription factor binding sites
(TFBSs). In particular, single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are widely
studied with regard to the disease mechanisms as they can have direct con-
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Figure 4.2: An overview of gene expression profile analysis. Schematic rep-
resentation of rSNP at position 62,288,820 bp of chromosome 17 influencing
the gene expression pattern of MAPKAPK5. ’d’ refers to the distance of the
rSNP from the transcription start site (TSS).

trol over the disease susceptibility (causal polymorphisms). Importantly,
regulatory SNPs (rSNPs) that are located in the regulatory regions like pro-
moters can significantly affect the gene expression, especially by modifying
the binding sites of the TFs. Knowledge about the rSNPs and their complex
interplay with the corresponding gene expression and downstream effectors
could reveal multiple disease-associated polymorphisms, which can be further
used as targets in drug design and breeding programs. Taking the impor-
tance of rSNPs and their combinatorial interplay into account, we performed
a systematic investigation of genomic and transcriptomic data of two cattle
breeds, Boran and N’Dama, to unravel the underlying genetic mechanisms of
AAT disease progression. Our findings provide mechanistic insights into sig-
nificant rSNPs, which are harboured within the promoter regions of MEGs.
Moreover, our further investigation of effectors found in the liver, spleen
and lymph node tissues of both cattle breeds enhanced our understanding
of distinct mechanisms leading to either resistance or susceptibility of cattle
breeds. Our current study complements our previous studies, which mainly
focused on the upstream events, including TFs and their co-operations as
well as master regulators. Taken together, our findings provide a multi-
faceted glimpse of (i) novel insights into the rSNPs governing the suscepti-
bility/tolerance mechanism of the cattle breeds; (ii) downstream effectors,
particularly LYZL2, WSX1 and MTMR4 and their biological roles related to
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innate and adaptive immune responses during the AAT disease progression.
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5.1 Abstract

Transcription factors (TFs) and their complex interplay are essential for di-
recting specific genetic programs, such as responses to environmental stresses,
tissue development, or cell differentiation by regulating gene expression.
Knowledge regarding TF–TF cooperations could be promising in gaining
insight into the developmental switches between the cultivars of Brassica na-
pus L., namely Zhongshuang11 (ZS11), a double-low accession with high-oil-
content, and Zhongyou821 (ZY821), a double-high accession with low-oil-
content. In this regard, we analysed a time series RNA-seq data set of seed
tissue from both of the cultivars by mainly focusing on the monotonically ex-
pressed genes (MEGs). The consideration of the MEGs enables the capturing
of multi-stage progression processes that are orchestrated by the cooperative
TFs and, thus, facilitates the understanding of the molecular mechanisms
determining seed oil content. Our findings show that TF families, such as
NAC, MYB, DOF, GATA, and HD-ZIP are highly involved in the seed de-
velopmental process. Particularly, their preferential partner choices as well
as changes in their gene expression profiles seem to be strongly associated
with the differentiation of the oil content between the two cultivars. These
findings are essential in enhancing our understanding of the genetic programs
in both cultivars and developing novel hypotheses for further experimental
studies.

5.2 Introduction

Oil crops have been gaining great economic importance in agriculture as well
as in the trade world during the past years [1, 2], and the consumption of
vegetable oil is anticipated to double by the year 2030 [3]. Brassica napus L.
(rapeseed or canola) is the third largest source of oilseed crop, which is widely
cultivated across the globe [4, 5, 6]. The seeds of B. napus are rich in oil
content and fatty acids, which include primarily oleic and linoleic acid [7].
However, erucic acid and glucosinolates are anti-nutritive compounds that
are present in the B. napus seeds that are not desirable for human con-
sumption or as fodder for animal consumption [8, 9]. Therefore, enhancing
the seed quality with improved oil content has become the major selective
trait for rapeseed breeding programs due to the growing global demand for
oil production, for their use as bio-fuel, animal fodder, and vegetable oil
[10, 11, 12].

The seeds of B. napus are an excellent reservoir of triacylglycerol (TAG),
the primary storage form of oil that is essential for the seedling growth fol-
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lowed by seedling germination [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. Recent studies have
proposed that the oil content of the seeds could be enhanced by varying
the expression levels of individual or a combination of genes encoding tran-
scription factors/enzymes that are associated with TAG metabolism [14, 19].
To this end, transcriptome studies have been extensively carried out in or-
der to understand the underlying molecular mechanism regulating the seed
oil content of B. napus [20, 21, 22, 23]. For this purpose, Xiao et al. [24]
identified candidate genes that are involved in regulating the oil content
by combining genome-wide association studies and transcriptome analysis
in B. napus. They performed a comparison study between two extremely
high-oil-content lines and one extremely low-oil-content line and identified
differentially expressed genes (DEGs) between the lines, contributing to seed
oil content. On the other hand, Qu et al. [25] analysed the metabolic pro-
files of genes that are involved in the flavanoid synthesis in both yellow- and
black-seeded rapeseed accessions at the early, middle, and late stages of seed
development, and compared the transcriptional differences between them by
RNA-sequencing. Moreover, Niu et al. [26] performed pairwise comparisons
and also identified DEGs regulating seed size, colour, and oil content in Bras-
sica rapa, by taking the seven developmental stages of the seeds into account.
In this regard, a recent study conducted by Lu et al. [27] integrated genome-
wide association studies and transcriptome analyses, and mainly focused on
the identification of DEGs that are related to environmental adaptation, oil
content, seed quality, and ecotype improvement for two cultivars of B. napus :
a double-low accession with high-oil-content and a double-high accession with
low-oil-content. Several of the aforementioned studies specifically focused on
the GO categories and pathway enrichment anaylses based on the identified
DEG sets, while primarily investigating the biological functions of the DEGs
regarding seed oil content.
However, today it is well known that transcription factors (TFs) and their
complex interplay ccontrol gene expression. Until now, several studies showed
that TFs in plants are key regulatory elements controlling the expression of
several genes, thereby regulating a variety of essential biological processes,
like growth, tissue development, differentiation, metabolism, homeostasis,
and adaptation to the environment [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34]. Especially in
terms of developmental switches and specifying cellular fate in eukaryotes,
the orchestration of cell differentiation changes its direction, depending on the
specific gene regulatory events that are governed by TFs and their preferential
partner choices (for a review see [35]). Thus, the knowledge regarding TFs
and their cooperations could provide new insight into the genetic programs
regulating various biological processes.
Despite the rich literature on TFs and their cooperations, today there is still
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a need to unravel the complex interplay of transcription factors orchestrating
the seed oil content in B. napus. For this purpose, in this study we anal-
ysed a time series RNA-seq data set of seed tissue of two B. napus cultivars:
Zhongshuang11 (ZS11), a double-low accession with high-oil- content and
Zhongyou821 (ZY821), a double-high accession with low-oil-content. Unlike
the previous studies [24, 25, 26, 27], we investigated the genes with monotonic
expression patterns, known as Monotonically Expressed Genes (MEGs), in
order to capture the multi-stage progression during seed development. The
consideration of the MEGs is promising for capturing the multi-stage pro-
gression processes that are directed by the combinatorial interplay of the TFs
[36] and, thus, facilitates the understanding of the molecular mechanisms de-
termining the seed oil content. We computationally identified the interplay
between the TFs for both cultivars in order to decipher the gene regulatory
mechanisms controlling the specific expression pattern of MEGs. Our results
show that a vast majority of the TFs are overlapping in both cultivars, while
few TFs changes their partners, which could be controlling the switches of
developmental programs regarding the oil content of both cultivars.

5.3 Materials and Methods

Our analysis follows the structure, as presented in Figure 5.1.

5.3.1 B. napus Data Set and Data Preparation

In this study, we use a publicly available time series transcriptomic data set
of the seeds that were obtained from two B. napus cultivars with different
seed oil content, namely Zhongshuang11 (ZS11), a double-low accession with
high-oil-content, and Zhongyou821 (ZY821), a double-high accession with
low-oil-content. The RNA-sequencing of the seeds from both cultivars at
four different time points, namely day 7, day 10, day 15, and day 45 after
flowering, with two biological replicates each were generated by Lu et al. [27].
The raw sequencing data are available from the BIG Data Center under the
BioProject accession code PRJCA001246.
Following the original study [27], we mapped the filtered reads to the B. na-
pus reference genome version 4.1 (obtained from [39] and available under
https://wwwdev.genoscope.cns.fr/brassicanapus/data/) while using STAR
2.4.4a [40]. We then obtained the gene counts from the aligned sequence
reads by applying the htseq-count program [41]. In total, the data set com-
prises raw count values for 80,927 genes and 16 samples (four time points
with two biological replicates each for two cultivars). Finally, the raw counts

https://wwwdev.genoscope.cns.fr/brassicanapus/data/
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Figure 5.1: Flowchart of analysis. (a) Processing of the RNA-Seq dataset;
(b) identification of Monotonically Expressed Genes using the MFSelector
approach [37]; (c) promoter analysis (TSS: transcription start site); (d) iden-
tification of cooperative transcription factors (TFs) using the PC-TraFF ap-
proach [38]; and, (e) Expression pattern analysis of TF genes.

were normalized while using the R function voom with normalization method
”cyclicloess“ of the package limma (version 3.40.6) [42] in order to obtain the
counts-per-million (CPM) normalized values.

5.3.2 Identification of Monotonically Expressed Genes

By applying the MFSelector (monotonic feature selector) approach [37] to
the time series data set obtained from RNA-seq consisting of four time points,
we identified Monotonically Expressed Genes (MEGs), whose expression pat-
terns are closely linked to the development of the seeds over time in both
cultivars. The underlying algorithm of MFSelector compares the expres-
sion values of each gene observed for all of the samples between time points
in order to assess whether these values follow a strong monotonic pattern.
In addition, a permutation test is performed to determine the significance
level of these patterns. Consequently, it provides two sets of MEGs with cor-
responding p-values: while the first set contains the genes with significantly
monotonically increasing patterns, the second set only includes genes with
significantly monotonically decreasing expression values.
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In MFSelector, the parameters permut, svdetimes, and svdenoise have to be
specified in order to define the level of stringency for monotonicity. Follow-
ing our previous study [36], we chose permut = 100, svdetimes = 100, and
svdenoise = 0.1. Finally, we considered, in our further analysis, only the
genes as significant MEGs that have a FDR ≤ 0.1 and sample variance for
discriminating error value ≤ 1 .

5.3.3 Gene Ontology Enrichment Analysis

While using PlantGSEA (http://systemsbiology.cau.edu.cn/PlantGSEA/)
[43], we performed the gene set enrichment analysis in order to obtain GO
(Gene Ontology) terms on ”biological process“ regarding the ascending and
descending set of MEGs for both ZS11 and ZY821 cultivars. Fisher’s exact
test was applied and a GO term was considered to be statistically signifi-
cant if its corresponding FDR value ≤ 0.05. The enriched GO terms were
visualised as tree map while using REVIGO [44].

5.3.4 Identification of Transcription Factor Coopera-
tions

For the identification of transcription factors (TFs) that cooperatively bind to
promoter regions of genes, we applied the PC-TraFF approach [38]. The PC-
TraFF is an information theory based methodology that applies the pointwise
mutual information (PMI) metric in order to quantify the cooperation level of
TFs, according to the co-occurrence of their binding sites in the promoters of
the MEGs [38]. Its underlying algorithm consists of six phases and it requires
the following input parameters:

• Promoter sequences: Similar to our study [28], we extracted, for each
MEG, its corresponding promoter sequence ranging from −500 bp to
+100 bp regions relative to a transcription start site while using the
reference genome version 4.1 and gene annotation given in [39].

• Transcription Factor Binding Site (TFBS) detection: For the detec-
tion of putative TFBSs in the promoter sequences, we employed the
MATCH™ program [45] with a non-redundant plant position weight
matrix (PWM) library from the JASPAR database [46].

• Pre-defined distances: For the identification of the regular cooperative
binding pattern of TFs, the underlying PC-TraFF algorithm requires
the pre-defined minimum and maximum distance thresholds between

( http://systemsbiology.cau.edu.cn/PlantGSEA/)
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TFBSs. In our analysis, we used the recommended values of a distance
≤ 20 for the maximum and ≥ 5 for the minimum distance.

Consequently, the algorithm of the PC-TraFF approach assigns each TF-pair
(Ta and Tb) a PMI (Ta;Tb)-score and it transforms the PMI (Ta;Tb)-score into
the z-score as a final step. A cooperation between any Ta and Tb is considered
to be significant if they have a z-score ≥ 3.

5.3.5 Expression Pattern Analysis of TF Genes

Following the analysis strategy of Zeidler et al. [47], we analysed the changes
in the expression values of TF genes during the seed developmental stages to
gather knowledge on the combinatorial gene regulation underlying the differ-
entiation of the oil content between the two cultivars. For this purpose, we
determined, for each TF, whose gene symbol is often defined in Arabidop-
sis thaliana or Zea mays, its orthologous genes in B. napus while using the
Ensembl plant database [48, 49].

5.4 Results and Discussion

5.4.1 Identification and Analysis of MEGs

Analysing the time series data set of B. napus seeds from the two cultivars
ZS11 and ZY821, we have obtained the MEGs for each cultivar, which are
monotonically expressed either in ascending or descending patterns during
the seed development. Table 5.1 provides the numbers of MEGs obtained
for each cultivar and the obtained MEGs are listed in Supplementary Table
S1. Table 5.1 shows that there is a comparatively large number of MEGs
(both ascending and descending MEGs) for the ZS11 cultivar in comparison
to these of the ZY821 cultivar.

Table 5.1: Numbers of significant Monotonically Expressed Genes in as-
cending and descending order for the seeds of two cultivars of B. napus
namely ZS11 and ZY821.

ZS11 ZY821
Ascending Descending Ascending Descending

Genes 4310 2344 1734 1021

Further analysis of the MEGs reveals that, while the vast majority of MEGs
are primarily unique to a particular cultivar, only a small number of genes
are overlapping between the gene sets of ZS11 and ZY821 (see Figure 5.2).
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Figure 5.2: Venn-diagram of the MEGs expressed in ascending and descend-
ing orders for the seeds of two cultivars ZS11 and ZY821. (ZS11 Inc: Ascend-
ings MEGs for ZS11; ZS11 Dec: Descending MEGs for ZS11 ; ZY821 Inc:
Ascendings MEGs for ZY821; ZY821 Dec: Descending MEGs for ZY821)
(visualised with http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/webtools/Venn/)

Moreover, we performed a gene set enrichment analysis [43] while using the
MEGs to obtain deeper insight into their crucial biological functions and
clustered these functions based on the GO terms.

The GO enrichment results regarding the MEGs of ZS11 cultivar revealed
that the ascending MEGs are significantly enriched mainly in the term ”fatty
acid metabolism“ (see Figure S1), which is highly associated with oil con-
tent. Other enriched GO terms, including ”sucrose biosynthetic process“,
”glycerophospholipid synthetic process“, ”sphingolipid metabolic process“,
and ”galactose metabolic process“ are greatly relevant to fatty acid synthe-
sis and accumulation processes. In contrast, for the descending MEGs of the
ZS11 cultivar (see Figure S2) , the GO term ”protein phosphorylation“ is
significantly enriched that represents particularly the inverse correlation of
oil and protein levels [50] in rapeseed. The GO terms indicate that the in-
creasing pattern of MEGs in fatty acid metabolism could contribute to seed
oil content of the rapeseed in ZS11 cultivar.

On the other hand, the enrichment analysis of ascending MEGs that were
obtained for ZY821 cultivar showed that several significantly enriched GO
terms are linked to the ”thiamine metabolism“, which is associated with

http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/webtools/Venn/
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the adaptation to biotic and abiotic stress [43] (see Figure S3). Reversely,
for the descending MEGs, GO terms that are related to biological processes,
such as ”lipid metabolism“, ”carbohydrate metabolism“, ”GDP-mannose
metabolism“, and ”sulphur compound metabolism“ show that genes that are
involved in multiple metabolic processes are following the decreasing pattern
in the seeds of ZY821 cultivar during the germination process, especially of
lipids (see Figure S4). These results imply that the seeds of ZY821 cultivar
might be involved in stress responses while diminishing the other metabolic
processes, especially those that are related to oil synthesis.

5.4.2 Cooperative TFs Regulating Seed Developmen-
tal Processes of ZS11 and ZY821

For the better understanding of the transcriptional regulation underlying oil
synthesis in the seeds of B. napus and, thereby deciphering specific regulatory
programs differentiating between double low and double high cultivars of B.
napus, we analysed the promoter regions of the MEGs of both cultivars of B.
napus. Consequently, we identified cooperative transcription factors (TFs)
using the algorithm of PC-TraFF, similar to our other studies [38, 47, 52, 53].
The obtained cooperative TF pairs are depicted as cooperation networks in
which the elliptical nodes represent the individual TFs, whereas the edges
(grey lines in the cooperation networks) represent the cooperation between
the TFs (see Figures 5.3 and 5.4). The cooperation networks comprise 42
and 54 cooperative TF pairs for ZS11 and ZY821, respectively. The overlap-
ping TFs between the two cooperation networks are shaded in orange and
TFs of the cooperation network unique to a particular cultivar are shaded
in yellow. Remarkably, a brief analysis of the cooperation networks reveals
that there are only five and 17 TFs unique to ZS11 and ZY821, respectively.

5.4.3 Cooperation Network of ZS11 and ZY821

Taking a closer look into the cooperation networks of ZS11 and ZY821 reveals
that the majority of the single TFs are overlapping in the networks of both
cultivars, while a few of them change their partners. Among several tran-
scription factors in the cooperation networks of ZS11 and ZY821, a majority
of them belong predominantly to five TF families: NAC, MYB, DOF, GATA,
and the HD-ZIP family. Hence, in our further analysis, we mainly focused
on the members of these TF families and their preferential partner choices in
order to explain, in detail, their relevance for fatty acid synthesis, transport,
and accumulation in the seed tissue of B. napus in the two cultivars. The ex-
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pression profiles of transcription factors that are present in the cooperation
networks are provided in Supplementary Information Figures S1– S36.

5.4.3.1 NAC Family of Transcription Factors

The NAC family members NAC92 and ANAC050 are found with different
partners in the cooperation networks of ZS11 and ZY821 (see Figures 5.3
and 5.4). This family encodes NAC (NAM, ATAF1, -2, and CUC2) domain
transcription factors that are exclusively found in plants and well-studied
for their functioning in abiotic stress responses [54, 55, 56, 57, 58] and de-
fense mechanisms [54, 55, 58]. In Figure 5.3, we observed that, while NAC92
cooperates with the transcription factors BIM1 and WRKY48, the factor
ANAC050 cooperates with AT3G24120. Particularly, NAC92 has been re-
ported in several plant species in controlling the age-dependent senescence
and seed germination processes [59]. Therefore, it could play a crucial part
in determining the seed oil content, as senescence directly affects the quality
of seeds. On the other hand, ANAC050 has been studied in transcriptional
repression and flowering time control [60] and, thus, its cooperation with
AT3G24120 (see Figure 5.4) could potentially play negative roles in fatty
acid accumulation.
Moreover, when considering the orthologous genes of NAC92 in B. na-
pus, we identified four gene IDs (BnaA04g09470D, BnaA07g14730D,
BnaC04g31690D, and BnaC06g12550D) while using the Ensembl plant
database [48, 49]. The gene expression values of these genes show dif-
ferent patterns in both cultivars, as shown in Figure 5.5. Especially,
BnaC06g12550D is clearly showing an increasing trend after 10 days of flow-
ering in ZS11 (time point 2 in Figure 5.5), while its expression level, to-
gether with that of BnaA04g09470D, is decreasing in ZY821 during the late
stage (day 45 after flowering) of seed development. However, the analysis
of ANAC050 orthologous genes in B. napus reveals that their expression
patterns are similar in both of the cultivars (see Supplemetary Information
Figure S1).

5.4.3.2 GATA Transcription Factors

Another interesting family of transcription factors observed in the networks
of ZS11 and ZY821 is the GATA family of transcription factors (namely
GATA8, GATA12, and GATA15), which contain type-IV zinc finger motifs.
GATA transcription factors have been identified in the regulatory regions
of the light-responsive genes [61], especially genes that are associated with
photosynthesis e.g., the chlorophyll a/b binding protein [62, 63]. They play
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Figure 5.3: Cooperation network of TF pairs identified for the double low
accession ZS11 cultivar. The orange shaded nodes represent the overlapping
TFs between ZS11 and ZY821, whereas the yellow shaded nodes represent
the TFs that are unique for the ZS11 cultivar.

a pivotal role as regulators that are involved in the nitrogen assimilation pro-
cess in plants [64, 65]. Additionally, few members of the GATA family have
also been identified as a differentially expressed TF family while comparing
high- and low-yielding oil palm [66], which could also explain their major
role in rapeseed. In particular, we identified GATA8 with its cooperation
partner ARR14 for both cultivars, while GATA12 as well as GATA15 with
their cooperation partners ARR11 and ARR14, have only been found for
the ZS11 cultivar (see Figures 5.3 and 5.4). This finding suggests that, dur-
ing the seed germination processs, these three GATA family members form
dimers with ARR family TFs, which play essential roles in stress responses
(involving triacylglycerol) [67]. These TF cooperations in the seed tissue of
ZS11 might be directing the regulatory processes that are involved in fatty
acid synthesis and accumulation processes.

Furthermore, we observed a strong increment in the expression levels of
BnaA07g16490D and BnaA09g34590D until day 15 after flowering in the
ZS11 cultivar in comparison to ZY821 while taking the expression pro-
files of five GATA8 orthologous genes (BnaA07g16490D, BnaC08g25560D,
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Figure 5.4: Cooperation network of TF pairs identified for the double high
accession ZY821 cultivar. The orange shaded nodes represent the overlapping
TFs between ZS11 and ZY821, whereas the yellow shaded nodes represent
the TFs that are unique for the ZY821 cultivar.

BnaC04g25920D, BnaC06g15420D, and BnaA09g34590D) into account (see
Figure 5.6). Interestingly, in both cultivars, the gene expression values of all
five orthologous genes abruptly decreases during the late stage of seed devel-
opment. Similar patterns of the changes in the expression values during the
seed development have been obtained for GATA12 and GATA15 orthologous
genes (see Supplementary Information Figures S2 and S3).

5.4.3.3 DOF Family of Transcription Factors

Importantly, we identified several DOF family members (DOF2.5, DOF5.7,
DAG2, CDF2, AT2G28810, AT3G52440, OBP4, ADOF1, AT1G47655) in
the cooperation networks of ZS11 and ZY821 (see Figures 5.3 and 5.4).
This family of transcription factors, encoding zinc finger protein, is spe-
cific for plants, and it is not found in other eukaryotes [68]. They have been
found to be particularly implicated in controlling seed germination, seed
storage, and the mobilisation of proteins and fatty acids [69]. Interestingly,
DOF2.5/DAG2 acts as a positive regulator of seed germination [70]. Al-
though the functions of DOFs are not well-characterised with regard to seed
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Figure 5.5: Expression values of NAC92 orthologous genes. Time points 1
to 4 represents day 7, day 10, day 15, and day 45 after flowering.

Figure 5.6: Expression values of GATA8 orthologous genes. Time points 1
to 4 represents day 7, day 10, day 15, and day 45 after flowering.
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oil content in Arabidopsis, the soybean genes GmDof4 and GmDof11 are
shown to increase the seed oil content by directly inducing the acetyl CoA
carboxylase and long-chain-acyl CoA synthetase synthesis genes [71] that are
involved in fatty acid synthesis and metabolism [71, 72]. Likewise, the over-
expression of GhDOF1 (Gossypium hirsutum) leads to increased lipid levels
of cotton [73].
In the cooperation network for ZS11 (see Figure 5.3), there is unique coop-
eration between the TFs DOF5.7 and ID1. On the other hand, the factor
DOF5.7 with its cooperation partners OBP4 and AP3 have been found to be
unique for the network for ZY821 (see Figure 5.4). Furthermore, we found
that the factor DAG2 cooperates with AT1G47655 and ADOF1 (see Fig-
ure 5.4). Given the importance of the DOF family of TFs in influencing the
oil content, these preferential partner choices of DOF5.7 could be playing
important roles in differentiating the regulatory processes in the seeds of the
ZS11 and ZY821 cultivars.
Further, regarding the expression profiles of DOF5.4 orthologous genes
(BnaA06g24490D, BnaA02g43890D, BnaA09g07030D), even though the
gene BnaA06g24490D is absent for ZS11 in early stages (< day 10)), its
gene expression value is strongly increasing until day 15 after flowering and
decreasing after day 15 in both of the cultivars (see Figure 5.7). The expres-
sion profiles of other DOF family members are given in the Supplementary
Information Figures S4–S8.

5.4.3.4 HD-ZIP Family of Transcription Factors

Multiple transcription factors from the cooperation networks, including
HDG1, HDG11, ANL2, ATHB-6, ATHB-13, ATHB-40, and ATHB-53, be-
long to the homeodomain zipper family (see Figures 5.3 and 5.4). From this
family of proteins, GL2 was the first identified protein that is responsible for
the outgrowth of trichome in the epidermis [74] and for contributing to seed
oil content in Arabidopsis [75]. Additionally, other members of this family
have similar functions that are associated with the epidermis [76]. Moreover,
the factor ANL2 is implicated in the regulation of anthocyanin accumula-
tion in the shoot and also in the development of root [77]. Several studies
have reported the functioning of the HD-ZIP family of transcription factors
in the cuticle development. HDG11 has been implicated as a positive reg-
ulator of drought stress tolerance [78]. Furthermore, the overexpression of
OCL1 in maize belonging to HD-ZIP family highly influenced the expression
levels of various genes that are associated with lipid metabolism [79]. Re-
garding the functioning of ATHB-6, it has been reported as a regulator of
ABA hormone responses and it is also regarded as a target of protein phos-
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phatase ABI1, which is a negative regulator of TAG accumulation and ABA
signalling [80, 81, 82]. Moreover, ATHB-53 is regarded as an auxin-inducible
protein and it plays a prominent role in the auxin/cytokinin pathway during
root development [83]. However, several members of this family are related
to the epidermis development [76], which is also an integral part of the seed
coat.
We identified four unique HD-ZIP family members (ATHB-13, ATHB-18,
ATHB-40 and ATHB-53) for the ZY821 cultivar while comparing the coop-
eration networks of the ZS11 and ZY821 cultivars (see Figures 5.3 and 5.4).
Interestingly, our comparitive analysis reveals that the transcription factors
ANL2 and ATHB-6 cooperate with the same partners in both networks. Fig-
ures 5.8 and 5.9 show the changes in the expression levels of the orthologous
genes of both TFs. When considering the expression profiles of ANL2 orthol-
ogous genes (BnaA03g27000D, BnaC03g31960D), the gene expression values
of both genes show higher expression levels until day 15 after flowering and
they are decreasing after day 15 in ZS11. Whereas, the ANL2 orthologous
gene is expressed at high expression levels in an early stage and is declined af-
terwards during subsequent stages (see Figure 5.8). In contrary to ANL2, the
ATHB-6 orthologous genes (BnaA09g42630D, and BnaC08g35090D) show
higher expression levels in ZS11 in the early stage (day 7) and lower expres-
sion level in ZY821. Intriguingly, these expression levels are continuously de-
creasing in ZS11 during the seed developmental stages. On the other hand,
BnaA09g42630D and BnaC08g35090D are antagonistically expressed to each
other in the ZY821 cultivar.

5.4.3.5 MYB Family of Transcription Factors

In both cooperation networks, we identified the transcription factors MYB1,
MYB4, MYB24, MYB46, MYB55, MYB65, MYB77, MYB113, and FaEO-
BII, which belong to the MYB superfamily. A large number of MYB TFs
play central roles in a variety of physiological processes, especially growth,
development, synthesis of secondary metabolites, metabolism, and responses
to biotic and abiotic stresses [84, 85, 86, 87, 88].

Interestingly, the factor MYB24 cooperates with MYB46, MYB55, and
MYB65 during seed development in both of the cultivars. Taking its
unique cooperations into account, MYB24 forms dimers with F3A4.140 and
AT1G76870 in the ZS11 cultivar (see Figure 5.3). On the other hand, MYB24
is interacting with MYB1 in ZY821 (see Figure 5.4). Regarding the function
of MYB1, it has been characterised as a pivotal positive regulator of the
anthocyanin synthesis in onion, thus representing an important player in the
flavanoid synthesis pathway on the transcriptional level [89].
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Figure 5.7: Expression values of DOF5.7 orthologous genes. Time points 1
to 4 represents day 7, day 10, day 15, and day 45 after flowering.

Figure 5.8: Expression values of ANL2 orthologous genes. Time points 1
to 4 represents day 7, day 10, day 15, and day 45 after flowering.
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Figure 5.9: Expression values of ATHB-6 orthologous genes. Time points
1 to 4 represents day 7, day 10, day 15, and day 45 after flowering.

Figure 5.10: Expression values of MYB1 orthologous genes. Time points 1
to 4 represents day 7, day 10, day 15, and day 45 after flowering.
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Figure 5.11: Expression values of MYB4 orthologous genes. Time points 1
to 4 represents day 7, day 10, day 15, and day 45 after flowering.

A similar role has been studied for MYB113 in purple cauliflower [90] and
for FaEOBII in the phenypropanoid pathway in strawberries [91]. Likewise,
MYB4 has been reported in Arabidopsis for its dual role in the flavanoid
biosynthetic pathway, describing the precise regulation of anthocyanin and
phenylalanine synthesis [92]. The role of flavonoid snythesis pathway genes
in contributing to seed colour that differentiates between high-oil content
and low-oil content accessions has been well-reported in [26]. More impor-
tantly, the transcription factor MYB46 functions as a master regulator in
the secondary wall synthesis, regulating the genes that are involved in the
synthesis of three major components (cellulose, hemi cellulose, and lignin)
of secondary cell walls [93]. Therefore, it is a modulator in the regulation of
defense responses to the fungus Botrytis cinerea [94].

The gene expression analysis of MYB1 and MYB4 orthologous genes show
that the corresponding expression levels are clearly different between ZS11
and ZY821 cultivars. In particular, there is a remarkable increase in the
expression level of the MYB1 orthologous genes BnaC03g63160D during the
late stage after flowering in the ZY821 cultivar (day 15) (see Figure 5.10).
Another interesting pattern has been observed for the MYB4 orthologous
gene BnaA08g16990D : While its expression level increases until day 15 after
flowering in ZY821 cultivar, it sharply decreases at the late stage (day 45)
(see Figure 5.11).
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5.4.3.6 Other Transcription Factors

There are other crucial transcription factors, like CAMTA2 and CAMTA3,
found for both cultivars or ARR11 as well as ID1 found only for the ZS11
cultivar. The roles of these TFs are well studied in biotic and abiotic stress
responses [44, 45, 46, 47]. For example, CAMTA2/3 are calmodulin binding
transcription factors linking calcium signalling to the induction of defense
response genes during abiotic and biotic stress conditions [44, 45, 46]. They
are involved in low temperature and freezing tolerance in Arabidopsis [44].
Further, the factor ARR11, encoding the Arabidopsis response regulator 11,
is implicated for its essential role in mediating abscisic acid and cytokinin
signalling pathways and tolerance to drought, thereby it is involved in the
generation of drought stress responses [47]. Figure S5 in Supplementary
Information gives the expression profile of ARR11. In contrary, the ID1 (In-
determinate Domain) transcription factor found in the cooperation network
of ZS11 (see Figure 5.3) encodes a zinc finger, which has been reported in
the regulation of seed development in maize [98, 99]. In Arabidopsis, it is re-
garded to activate or inhibit seed germination, with respect to gibberellic acid
[98]. Because there is a close association between the stress responses and
the contribution of triacylglycerol, which is a major lipid reserve [100], this
could explain the contribution of TFs to multiple processes, including fatty
acid accumulation, seed germination, and the generation of stress responses.

5.5 Conclusions

Transcriptional regulation in plants plays a pivotal role in governing a variety
of physiological processes. In oil crops, like B. napus, a deeper knowledge re-
garding TFs and their combinatorial interplay sheds light into the regulatory
mechanisms that underlie seed oil content, particularly in the accumulation
of fatty acids. In our study, by analysing a RNA-seq data set of seed tissue
from two B.napus accessions, a double-low accession with high-oil-content
and a double-high accession with low-oil-content, we identified several TFs
and their preferential partner choices, which are likely to influence the quality
of seed oil content. Interestingly, some of the TFs have the same coopera-
tion partners in both cultivars, whereas the gene expression patterns of their
orthologous genes clearly show distinguishing patterns between the cultivars
during the seed development process. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first study performing a systematic analysis to decipher the complex
interplay of the TFs that are linked with developmental switches resulting in
a higher oil content. Our findings could be promising for deepening the ex-
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isting knowledge on the transcriptional regulation governing seed oil content
notwithstanding the absence of experimental validation. Therefore, further
progress from the molecular plant biology end is needed, not only to validate
the functions of these TFs, but also for a future perspective on generating
novel hypotheses in genetic programs that involve seed oil improvement.
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Chapter 6

General Discussion

In this chapter, I discuss the results obtained from the application of different
systems biology approaches to cattle datasets with regard to the investigation
of the AAT disease progression. Further, I elaborate the discussion on the
results highlighting the importance of TF co-operations in influencing the
seed oil content of Brassica napus. The context of this chapter is mainly
based on my publications [1, 2, 3, 4].

6.1 Deciphering the molecular mechanism

underlying the AAT disease progression

In eukaryotes, gene expression is regulated by the combinatorial interplay
of several transcription factor (TF) proteins. This process involves multiple
signaling pathways orchestrating a complex gene regulatory network which
is essential for the regulation of cellular processes. A large number of genes
(more than 30,000) is regulated by a relatively small number of regulatory
proteins which range from 2000 to 3000. In particular, TF proteins regulate
their expression with respect to the interaction partners and DNA enhancer
site. Therefore, describing the cooperative TFs is crucial for understand-
ing the regulatory mechanism underpinning a biological process/disease [5].
Especially, knowledge about TFs and their complex interplay is pivotal to un-
derstand the regulation of genetic programs which maintain the adaptation
of the animal to different pathophysiological stresses like parasitic infections.

Concerning the parasitic diseases, AAT is a vector-borne disease which
spreads through the tsetse fly by carrying pathogenic trypanosomes in its
saliva. Clinical signs such as anaemia, hepatomegaly and splenomegaly are
exhibited by the cattle during the course of the AAT disease, which gradually
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progresses in multiple steps. Based on its signs, the AAT disease shows a
multi-stage progression process in the body of the animal. Previous studies
have pointed out that the consideration of monotonic expression patterns of
genes could reflect the stage-by-stage progression of the disease [6, 7]. Thus,
I analysed several MEG sets (see Figure 2.2) to investigate the regulatory
mechanisms which govern the tissue-specific gene expression and are thus
influencing trypanosusceptibility and trypanotolerance of the breeds Boran
and N’Dama, respectively. For this purpose, the consideration of the three
tissues, liver, spleen, and lymph nodes are quintessential since they are the
primary target sites of trypanosome infection. Inextricably, these tissues play
crucial roles in generating host immune responses especially by increasing the
number of macrophages, which results in the production of pro-inflammatory
cytokines [8, 9].

Despite the rich literature on trypanotolerance and molecular studies address-
ing the identification of candidate markers in AAT, its underlying molecular
mechanism in cattle has not been well studied. As of now, there has been no
study performed on AAT, especially in cattle, with the aspect of examining
the upstream regulatory processes involved in gene regulation, for example,
TFs and their cooperations (see Figure 6.1 middle box in blue dashed lines).
Today it is well known that TFs and their complex interplay have critical
roles in the progression of a disease [10, 11]. In order to address the impor-
tance of cooperative TFs in the AAT disease, I analysed the dataset published
by Noyes et al. [12]. In Chapter 2, I focussed on the identification as well as
on the analysis of MEGs to completely capture the multistage progression
process of the AAT disease (Table 2.1). Further, I applied our previously
published computational PC-TraFF approach [10] to the promoter regions
of the MEGs in order to identify specific cooperative TFs in different tissues
of Boran and N’Dama cattle breeds.

Especially with regard to the AAT-disease, results of this study (see Figure
2.3) suggest that the preferential partner choice of TFs could be related to
the gene regulatory mechanisms determining the level of AAT-tolerance of
the cattle breeds. Particularly, the partner choice of the transcription factor
DBP is likely to orchestrate the genetic programs governing the molecular
mechanism of the level of trypanotolerance of both cattle breeds.

Regarding the results, our findings in Chapter 2 indicate that, given the AAT
disease progression, the preferential partner choice of TFs is strongly related
to the tissue type and the susceptibility/resistance of the cattle breeds. Espe-
cially the results (see Figure 2.3) emphasised the higher relevance of the factor
DBP along with its partners to the circadian rhythm and lipid metabolism,
which could be associated with the pathogenesis of AAT in trypanotolerant
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Figure 6.1: Overview of the analyses. My first computational study (middle
box in blue-dotted lines) highlights the transcription factor co-operations as-
sociated with the AAT disease progression [1]. In the second study (top box
in black dashed lines), I perform an upstream analysis to detect master reg-
ulators and over-represented upstream pathways related to AAT [4]. In the
third study (bottom box in red dashed lines), I focussed on the downstream
analysis to decipher the complex interplay of regulatory SNPs (rSNPs), their
related gene expression and their corresponding downstream effectors which
regulate a multitude of signal transduction pathways during the AAT disease
progression [2]. (Figure is taken from [2] and presented in Chapter 4, Page
108)

N’Dama and trypanosusceptible Boran. Focusing on DBP’s function in as-
sociation with the circadian rhythm, I attempted to highlight the significant
role of the circadian transcriptional program in the regulation of immune
responses to the pathogen infection at the tissue level. Importantly, the re-
cent study of Solis et al. [13] on the crucial role of circadian regulation for
the coordination of the immune functions lends support to our findings that
the circadian control of the immune system influenced by host-pathogen in-
teraction might have resulted in the transcriptional reprogramming of the
regulation determining the level of AAT-tolerance in cattle.

Furthermore, knowledge about master regulators is fundamental since they
greatly control the TFs and the related genes [14, 15]. The consideration of
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TFs and their cooperations only provides the information regarding the first
level of the transcriptional regulatory hierarchy [16]. However, for gaining a
proper understanding of the disease progression in both breeds, it is necessary
to establish the hierarchy of the transcriptomic regulation in order to identify
the master regulators [14, 15, 16]. Thus, our main objective of Chapter 3 is
to identify the master regulators together with signal transduction pathways
associated with the AAT disease as potential drug targets, to complement
our previous study [17]. Chapter 3 (see Figure 6.1 top box in black dashed
lines) provides essential knowledge on master regulators along with our pre-
vious findings in Chapter 2. On the one hand, it strongly indicates that
DBP functions more as a master regulator of the circadian clock in periph-
eral tissues, supporting the trypanotolerance mechanisms in the cattle breed
N’Dama. On the other hand, this analysis leads to the identification of the
novel master regulator MYC in association with the trypanosusceptibility
mechanism of Boran.

Remarkably, findings in Chapter 3 suggest that the master regulators DBP
and MYC identified for liver and lymph node tissues, appear to be greatly
influencing the genetic programs responsible for trypanosusceptibility and
trypanotolerance in Boran and N’Dama. Notably, DBP could be supporting
the regulation of immune responses [13, 18, 19, 20] because of its function
in the circadian oscillatory mechanism [21] thereby establishing trypanotol-
erance in N’Dama. On the other hand, MYC has been reported to be re-
sponsible for the disruption of the circadian clock in cancer cells [22, 23, 24],
elucidating the possibility of a dysfunctional circadian rhythm in Boran. Fur-
thermore, MYC has gained its importance as it directly programs inflamma-
tion and immune suppression [25], which are constantly reported conditions
in trypanosome-infected Boran.

Kupffer cells, the largest immune cell population of macrophages resident in
the liver tissue, play a critical role in the mononuclear phagocytic system
mounting the first line of immune response to foreign antigens [26]. Immune
responses in the liver tissue depend on the activation state of macrophages
[26, 27]. M1 and M2 polarization of macrophages are known as two ex-
tremes in which M1 (classically activated) is characterised by the expression
of the high pro-inflammatory cytokines and M2 (alternatively activated) by
high anti-inflammatory cytokines [27, 28]. Surprisingly, all three master reg-
ulators MYC, E2F1 and PPARG identified for the liver tissue of Boran,
have been reported as the regulators necessary for M2-like polarization of
macrophages [29], which could be an advantage for the trypanosomes to
increase their survival inside the host’s body, and thereby contributing to
enhanced parasitaemia in Boran.
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In order to gain more mechanistic insights and to discover novel biological
functions underlying the AAT disease progression of both breeds, the investi-
gation of over-represented pathways based on the MEG sets of tissues is cru-
cial. Based on pathway analysis, we obtained a number of over-represented
pathways (see Supplementary File S2 of Chapter 3), several of which are in
agreement with the results of previous studies [12, 30, 31] and are activated
due to trypanosome infection in both breeds. Remarkably, the majority of
these pathways were found to be common for both cattle breeds, while few of
them are unique and breed-specific which could provide an important clue for
distinguishing the biological processes controlling the mechanisms underlying
trypanosusceptibility or trypanotolerance of the cattle breeds. Consequently,
I focused on outlining the potential roles of breed-specific unique pathways in
association with the level of trypanotolerance in the respective cattle breeds
(see Tables 3.3–3.5). Although I reported the major immune-related path-
ways in Boran, these pathways could be leading to inflammation due to hy-
perproduction of pro-inflammatory cytokines in the host cells [32], thereby
contributing to the susceptibility of this breed. Despite the activation of im-
mune signaling pathways, dysregulation causes the death of infected animals,
especially through dysregulated cytokine networks and overproduction of in-
flammatory cytokines (hallmark of African Trypanosomiasis) [8]. Contrarily,
circadian clock related pathways (see Figure 3.4), interleukin-12 family sig-
naling, regulation of lipid metabolism, and MAPK family signaling cascades
might be properly regulated in N’Dama, indicating the underlying mecha-
nism for trypanotolerance in N’Dama during the AAT disease. Especially,
the pathways related to the circadian clock bolster our previous findings [17]
in highlighting the important role of DBP and circadian rhythm in the co-
ordination of the immune responses in the trypanotolerant breed N’Dama.

Taken together, I specifically identified MYC and DBP (see Figures 3.3–3.5)
as potential discriminators between the two cattle breeds, trypanosusceptible
Boran and trypanotolerant N’Dama, which are likely to be promising thera-
peutic targets for future works and for the selective breeding of this trait.

Importantly, single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are widely studied with
regard to the disease mechanisms as they can have direct control over the dis-
ease susceptibility (causal polymorphisms). Importantly, rSNPs that are lo-
cated in the regulatory regions like promoters can significantly affect the gene
expression, especially by modifying the binding sites of the TFs. Knowledge
about the rSNPs and their complex interplay with the corresponding gene
expression and downstream effectors could reveal multiple disease-associated
polymorphisms, which can be further used as targets in drug design and
breeding programs. Taking the importance of rSNPs and their combinatorial
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interplay into account by the combined usage of transcriptomic and genomic
datasets of Boran and N’Dama cattle breeds, we attempted in Chapter 4 to
unravel the complex interplay of rSNPs, MEGs and downstream effectors in
orchestrating the molecular mechanism of the AAT disease progression. For
this purpose, we mainly used the genomic data from the 1000 Bull Genomes
Project (version Run7), which contained genotypes of 12 N’Dama and 11
Boran. In agreement with our previous studies [1, 4] based on the multi-
stage progression process of the AAT disease, I focused on the MEGs found
for three tissues of both cattle breeds and 783,637 variants (SNPs) that are
located in the promoter regions of the MEGs. Despite several molecular
studies available on the mechanisms underlying the AAT disease, the influ-
ence of downstream regulatory events involving the effector molecules and
their complex interplay with the rSNPs and gene expression have not yet
been established. To complement our previous studies, we were further in-
terested to gain mechanistic insights into the combinatorial interplay of effec-
tor molecules, rSNPs and gene expression which differentiates the molecular
mechanisms leading to susceptibility/tolerance of cattle breeds to the AAT
disease (see Figure 6.1 bottom box in red dashed lines).

By manually analyzing and annotating the gene expression profiles of MEGs
for each tissue, we found highly interesting gene expression profiles which
reveal their distinguishing expression patterns for five MEGs (namely MAP-
KAPK5, CSK, DOK2, RAC1 and DNTM1 ). These genes are harbouring
key rSNPs and are expressed over several time points in the liver tissue of
both Boran and N’Dama. Particularly, these genes are key players for the
detection of effectors found for liver tissue.

Taken together, we deciphered the rSNPs in association with MEGs (see
Table 4.2) and their associated downstream effectors (see Table 4.4) which
control the complex genetic mechanisms involved in the regulation of AAT
disease progression unravelling the candidate targets for selective breeding
for trypanotolerance.
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6.2 Unravelling the complex interplay of

transcription factors orchestrating seed

oil content in Brassica napus L.

Brassica napus L. (rapeseed or canola) is the third largest oilseed crop, which
is widely cultivated across the globe [33, 34, 35]. The seeds of B. napus are
rich in oil content and fatty acids, which include primarily oleic and linoleic
acid [36]. However, erucic acid and glucosinolates are anti-nutritive com-
pounds that are present in the B. napus seeds that are not desirable for hu-
man consumption or as fodder for animal consumption [37, 38]. Therefore,
enhancing the seed quality with improved oil content has become the ma-
jor selective trait for rapeseed breeding programs due to the growing global
demand for oil production, for their use as bio-fuel, animal fodder, and veg-
etable oil [39, 40, 41].

Transcriptional regulation in plants plays a pivotal role in governing a variety
of physiological processes which include responses to environmental stresses,
tissue development, and cell differentiation. In oil crops, like B. napus, a
deeper knowledge regarding TFs and their combinatorial interplay sheds light
into the regulatory mechanisms that underlie seed oil content, particularly in
the accumulation of fatty acids. Knowledge about TF–TF cooperations could
be promising in gaining insight into the developmental switches between the
cultivars of B. napus, namely Zhongshuang11 (ZS11), a double-low accession
with high-oil-content, and Zhongyou821 (ZY821), a double-high accession
with low-oil-content.

In this regard, we analysed in Chapter 5 a time series RNA-seq data set
of seed tissue from the aforementioned cultivars by mainly focusing on the
MEGs. The consideration of the MEGs with regular ascending or descending
monotonic expression pattern during the seed development process enables
the capturing of multi-stage progression processes that are orchestrated by
the cooperative TFs and, thus, facilitates the understanding of the molecu-
lar mechanisms determining seed oil content. Firstly, I performed a gene set
enrichment analysis [42] to obtain deeper insight into their crucial biological
functions and clustered these functions based on the GO terms. Furthermore,
by the application of the PC-TraFF approach to the promoters of the ob-
tained MEGs, I identified several TFs and their preferential partner choices,
which are likely to influence the quality of seed oil content.

The GO enrichment analysis regarding the MEGs of the ZS11 cultivar re-
vealed that the ascending MEGs are significantly enriched mainly in the term
”fatty acid metabolism“ (see Figure S1 in Chapter 5), which is highly asso-
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ciated with the seed oil content of the rapeseed in ZS11 cultivar. On the
other hand, the enrichment analysis of ascending MEGs that were obtained
for the ZY821 cultivar showed that several significantly enriched GO terms
are linked to the ”thiamine metabolism“, which is associated with the adap-
tation to biotic and abiotic stress [43] (see Figure S3 in Chapter 5). These
results imply that the seeds of the ZY821 cultivar might be involved in stress
responses while decreasing the other metabolic processes, especially those
that are related to oil synthesis.

Results from this study show that five major TF families, namely NAC,
MYB, DOF, GATA, and HD-ZIP are highly involved in the seed develop-
mental process. There are other crucial transcription factors, like CAMTA2
and CAMTA3, found for both cultivars or ARR11 as well as ID1 found only
for the ZS11 cultivar. The roles of these TFs are well studied in biotic and
abiotic stress responses [44, 45, 46, 47]. In particular, their preferential part-
ner choices as well as the changes in their gene expression profiles seem to
be strongly associated with the differentiation of the oil content between the
two cultivars. Interestingly, some of the TFs have the same cooperation part-
ners in both cultivars (see Figures 5.3 and 5.4), whereas the gene expression
patterns of their orthologous genes (in Arabidopsis thaliana or Zea mays)
clearly show distinguishing patterns between the cultivars during the seed
development process (see Figures 5.5 - 5.11). These results are essential for
enhancing our understanding of the genetic programs in both cultivars and
developing novel hypotheses for further experimental studies. To the best
of my knowledge, this is the first study performing a systematic analysis
to decipher the complex interplay of the TFs that are linked with develop-
mental switches resulting in a higher oil content. The findings from this
study could be promising for deepening the existing knowledge on the tran-
scriptional regulation governing seed oil content notwithstanding the absence
of experimental validation. Therefore, further progress from the molecular
plant biology end is needed, not only to validate the functions of these TFs,
but also for a future perspective on generating novel hypotheses in genetic
programs that involve seed oil improvement.
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Chapter 7

General Conclusion

This study investigated the regulatory mechanisms involved in complex traits
of agricultural species, namely the trait of trypanotolerance in two cattle
breeds and the seed oil content of Brassica napus. Both studies were mainly
based on the identification of monotonically expressed genes and transcrip-
tion factor co-operations.

Regarding the trypanotolerance of cattle breeds, I performed a comprehen-
sive systems biology analysis to investigate the genetic mechanisms and reg-
ulatory processes of two different cattle breeds, namely N’Dama and Boran
focussing on their susceptibility and tolerance mechanisms. By analyzing
time-series gene expression data of Boran and N’Dama, I demonstrated that
the AAT disease displays the symptoms of a multi-stage progression pro-
cess. As a result, the activity of transcription factors, upstream signaling
pathways as well as master regulators are differentiating between both cattle
breeds, based on their immune responses against the disease. Particularly
with regard to the AAT-disease, we discovered that the partner choice of
the transcription factor DBP is likely to orchestrate the genetic programs
governing the molecular mechanism of the level of trypanotolerance of both
cattle breeds. Especially, focusing on DBP ’s function in association with
the circadian rhythm, we attempted to highlight the significant role of the
circadian transcriptional program in the regulation of immune responses to
the pathogen infection at the tissue level.
In this regard, by combining these gene expression data with genomic data
from the 1000 Bull Genomes Project, I applied integrated systems biology
and bioinformatics approaches to examine the combinatorial interplay among
regulatory SNPs (rSNPs), their related gene expression and their correspond-
ing downstream effectors which regulate a multitude of signal transduction
pathways during the AAT disease progression. Moreover, further investi-
gation of downstream effectors found for the liver, spleen and lymph node
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tissues of both cattle breeds enhanced our understanding of distinct mecha-
nisms leading to either resistance or susceptibility of cattle breeds.

With regard to the seed oil content of the oil crop Brassica napus, I per-
formed a systematic analysis to decipher the complex interplay of the TFs
that are linked with developmental switches resulting in a higher oil content.
Results from this study show that TF families, such as NAC, MYB, DOF,
GATA, and HD-ZIP are highly involved in the seed developmental process.
Particularly, their preferential partner choices as well as changes in their gene
expression profiles seem to be strongly related to the differentiation of the oil
content between the two cultivars. These findings are essential for enhanc-
ing our understanding of the genetic programs governing seed oil content in
both cultivars and for developing novel hypotheses for further experimental
studies.

Transcriptional regulation is a complex process which involves several cis-
and trans- factors to regulate the expression of target genes. In this thesis,
I mainly considered TF pairs for both studies on cattle as well as rapeseed.
As a follow-up study, it could be interesting to investigate TFs of higher
order combinations as TFs being integral component in the broad network
of protein-protein interactions, are involved in combinatorial regulation of
tissue-specific gene expression. Investigation of the related protein interac-
tions and understanding their regulatory influence in governing the biological
processes will be beneficial to a greater extent. As an outlook, progress from
the molecular biology end will be necessary, not only to validate the func-
tions of molecular targets proposed in this study, but also for generating
novel hypotheses in genetic programs that govern complex traits.
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